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Résumé

Résumé

Les besoins technologiques, aussi bien actuels que futurs, nécessitent de plus en plus

une recherche scientifique intensive sur les propriétés des matériaux à l’échelle nanoscopique.

L’un des domaines les plus importants à l-heure actuelle concerne la nanoélectronique

dans ses diverses applications. Le grand intérêt de ce domaine, introduit dans les chapitres

1 et 2, découle de la possible réduction de taille des composants des circuits, en conservant

leur qualité et fonctionnalité, et tout en visant des meilleurs rendements, une augmenta-

tion des capacités de stockage et une baisse des coûts pour les composants des dispositifs

physiques correspondants.

L’objectif de cette thèse dans le domaine de la nanoélectronique est de présenter une

contribution à l’analyse des phénomènes de transport électronique qui se produisent au

niveau quantique dans les nanostructures. Pour ce faire, nous développons spécifiquement

la théorie de raccordement des champs de phase (PFMT - Phase Field Matching The-

ory), une méthode algébrique de différences finies, en conformité avec le formalisme de

Landauer-Büttiker. Cette technique peut être considérée comme une alternative aux

nombreuses techniques basées sur la fonction de Green. En particulier, notre méthode

repose sur un choix pertinent du raccordement de phase entre les états électroniques des

électrodes aux contacts idéaux avec les nanojonctions, d’une part, et les états électroniques

localisés dans la zone des nanojonctions, d’autre part. Dans cette approche, les propriétés

électroniques du système sont décrites dans le cadre de la méthode des liaisons fortes.

Notre travail dans le chapitre 3 présente formellement pour la première fois la dérivation

complète et la discussion de la méthode PFMT pour un système nanoélectronique arbi-

traire entre deux contacts électriques. Le formalisme PFMT peut être considéré comme

un outil compact et efficace pour l’étude du transport quantique électronique, pour un

large éventail de matériaux nanostructurés. Il offre un compromis entre le rendement

de calcul et la capacité prédictive par rapport aux méthodes plus lentes basées sur les

principes premiers, et il pourrait potentiellement traiter les propriétés de conductance

électronique des nanojonctions moléculaires complexes.

La méthode PFMT est appliquée dans ce travail de thèse pour la modélisation théorique

et numérique du transport électronique quantique cohérent à travers un certain nom-

bre de systèmes de nanojonctions. En particulier, ceux-ci sont préparés à partir de

nanomatériaux à une ou plusieurs orbitales de valence.

Les résultats de cette modélisation sont présentés au chapitre 4 pour déterminer la

conductance quantique électronique de nanojonctions à fils finis monovalents entre des

électrodes, le système de la nanojonction étant à zéro potentielle externe. Nous ap-

pliquons nos calculs pour des fils monoatomiques linéaires de sodium (Na) en suspension
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entre les électrodes du même élément, et pour de fils diatomiques de cuivre-cobalt (Cu-

Co) entre des électrodes de cuivre sur un substrat de cuivre. Les calculs pour les systèmes

Na confirment la justesse et la fonctionnalité de notre méthode PFMT. Nous présentons

les spectres de transmission pour ces systèmes, et montrons que leurs propriétés de trans-

port présentent des oscillations de conductance pour les fils à nombre d’atomes pairs

et impairs, en accord avec les résultats rapportés précédemment par des méthodes de

principes premiers. Les calculs numériques pour les nanojonctions de fil Cu-Co sont mo-

tivés par la stabilité de ces systèmes à basse température. Nos résultats pour les spectres

de transmission des électrons σ présentent pour ce système, à son énergie de Fermi, une

décroissance exponentielle de la conductance avec l’augmentation de la longueur du fil

Cu-Co. Il s’agit d’un effet cumulatif qui est discuté en détail et peut s’avérer utile pour

les applications dans les nano-circuits.

La modélisation de la conductance électronique quantique à travers les nanojonctions

faites de nanofils de carbone dopés au silicium (Si-C), entre des électrodes de carbone,

est présentée dans le chapitre 5. Cela se fait par une généralisation appropriée de la

méthode PFMT pour les processus de multidiffusion des excitations électroniques aux

nanojonctions. Nos calculs des structures de bandes électroniques des chaines atomiques

de carbone et de silicium, et des chaines diatomiques de carbure de silicium, sont com-

parés avec les résultats de la théorie fonctionnelle de la densité (DFT - Density Functional

Theory) correspondante afin d’optimiser les paramètres de la méthode des liaisons fortes.

Les atomes de silicium et de carbone sont traités à égalité en caractérisant chacun de

ces éléments avec leurs orbitales multivalentes correspondantes. Plusieurs types de struc-

tures de nanojonctions sont analysés afin de calibrer leur comportement sous différentes

configurations atomiques. Nous calculons pour chaque nanojonction les contributions

individuelles à la conductance des électrons σ, π, et σ∗ incidents des électrodes de car-

bone. Par souci d’exhaustivité, nous présentons aussi dans le chapitre 5 les calculs de

notre modélisation pour déterminer la conductance électronique quantique des nanojonc-

tions de fil atomique fini d’arséniure de gallium (Ga-As) multivalent entre des électrodes

de gallium (Ga). Les résultats calculés pour les systèmes Si-C et Ga-As présentent un

nombre de caractéristiques remarquables qui comprennent l’influence des configurations

périodiques ordonnées des paires atomiques et la suppression de la conductance quantique

due à un désordre de substitution et à une symétrie artificiellement organisée.

Dans le chapitre 6 de la thèse, nous présentons brièvement nos conclusions et les

perspectives pour les futures investigations sur le transport électronique quantique à

travers des nano-jonctions à base de graphene.
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Resume

Current and future technological needs increasingly motivate the intensive scientific

research of the properties of materials at the nano scale. One of the most important

domains in this respect at present concerns nanoelectronics in its diverse applications.

The great interest in this domain, introduced in chapter 1 and 2, arises from the po-

tential reduction of the size of the circuit components, maintaining their quality and

functionality, and aiming at greater efficiency, economy, and storage characteristics for

the corresponding physical devices.

The aim of this thesis in the nanoelectronics domain is to present a contribution

to the analysis of the electronic transport phenomena that occur at the quantum level

in nanostructures. For this purpose, we specifically develop the phase field matching

theory (PFMT), a finite-difference algebraic method, in accordance with the Landauer-

Büttiker formalism. It can be considered as an alternative to the available range of the

Green’s function-based techniques. In particular, our method is based on appropriate

phase matching of the Bloch electronic states of the ideal leads to the local electronic

states in the scattering region on nanojunction structures. In this approach, the electronic

properties of the system are described in the framework of the tight-binding formalism.

Our work in chapter 3, formally presents for the first time the complete derivation

and discussion of the PFMT method for an arbitrary nanoelectronic system between two

electric leads. The PFMT formalism can be considered as a compact and efficient tool for

the study of the electronic quantum transport for a wide range of material nanostructures.

It provides a trade-off in computational efficiency and predictive capability as compared

to slower first-principle based methods, and has the potential to treat the conductance

properties of complex molecular nanojunctions.

The PFMT method is applied in the thesis work to the theoretical and numerical

modeling of the quantum coherent electronic transport across a number of nanojunction

structures of interest. In particular these are prepared from the mono- and multi-orbital

valence nanomaterials.

Model calculations are presented in chapter 4 to determine the quantum electronic

conductance of mono-valence finite atomic wire nanojunctions between electric leads at

zero bias limit. We apply our calculations for freely suspended monatomic linear sodium

wires (Na) between leads of the same element, and for the diatomic copper-cobalt wires

(Cu-Co) between copper leads on a copper substrate. Calculations for the Na systems

confirm the correctness and functionality of our PFMT method. We present novel trans-

mission spectra for this system, and show that its transport properties exhibit the con-

ductance oscillations for the odd- and even-number atomic wires in agreement with pre-
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viously reported first-principle results. The numerical calculations for the Cu-Co wire

nanojunctions are motivated by the stability of these systems at low temperatures. Our

results for the transmission spectra of the σ electrons yield for this system, at its Fermi

energy, a monotonic exponential decay of the conductance with increasing wire length of

the Cu-Co pairs. This is a cumulative effect which is discussed in detail and may prove

useful for applications in nano circuits.

The unknown quantum electronic conductance across nanojunctions made of silicon-

doped carbon wires (Si-C) between carbon leads is investigated in chapter 5. This is

done by an appropriate generalization of the PFMT for the multi-scattering processes of

the electronic excitations at the nanojunction, and the use of the tight-binding method.

Our calculations of the electronic band structures for carbon, silicon and for diatomic

silicon carbide, are matched with the available corresponding density functional theory

(DFT) results to optimize the required tight-binding parameters. The silicon and carbon

atoms are treated on the same footing by characterizing each with their corresponding

multi-valence orbitals. Several structural types of nanojunctions are analyzed to sample

their behavior under different atomic configurations. We calculate for each nanojunction

the individual contributions to the conductance from the σ, π, and σ∗ electrons incident

from the carbon leads. For completeness, we present model calculations in chapter 5 to

determine the quantum electronic conductance of the multi-valence gallium-arsenide (Ga-

As) finite atomic wire nanojunctions between gallium (Ga) leads. The calculated results

for the Si-C and Ga-As systems show a number of remarkable features which include the

influence of the ordered periodic configurations of atomic pairs and the suppression of

quantum conductance due to minimum substitutional disorder and artificially organized

symmetry.

In chapter 6 of the thesis we briefly present our conclusions and the perspectives for

future investigations on the quantum electronic transport across graphene-based nano-

junctions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The development of science during last few decades is marked by an international drive

for miniaturization of technology and devices. This can be traced back to the atomic

theory which was established in chemistry at the beginning of the nineteenth century, to

be next developed in other areas such as physics and biology [Dupas et al. 2007].

From the beginning of the 1980s onwards, several new domains associated with the

prefix nano appeared. Nowadays terms such as nanoscience, nanotechnology etc. pop

up in almost every sector of modern science. They describe areas where the size of

the object of interest is, in at least one dimension, in the range from 0.1 nm to 100

nm, or in other words from 1 Å to 0.1 µm [Dupas et al. 2007], [Wolf 2003]. It should

be pointed out that rather than a new scientific offshoot field of science, nanoscience

is a new approach to material science at a scale which brings to the forth new and

unknown effects and equally new technological applications due to the scale itself. The

importance and popularity of this area of science lies in its multidisciplinarity, which based

on fruitful integrations between physics, chemistry and life sciences [Dupas et al. 2007],

[Borisenko & Ossicini 2008].

The idea of the limiting size of the objects is interesting due to the numerous applica-

tions that this may have in industry, and in fact determine the importance and usefulness

of a new concepts in nanoscience. Currently the most important advantages of making

devices smaller, can be seen notably in modern semiconductor electronics [Wolf 2003].

In the near future the so-called nanotechnology should allow complete manipulation of

matter on the scale of nanometers. One of the most important applications of nanotech-

nology can be found e.g. in biology where molecular scale machines could be engineered

to solve biological problems, like correcting defects in cells, killing dangerous cells (such

as cancer cells), or even repairing cell damage presented after thawing of biological tissue,

frozen as a means of preservation [Wolf 2003], [Scott et al. 2002].

On the account of potential and wide application of electronic devices these days,
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one of the most important areas of nanoscience is nanoelectronics. In general, nano-

electronics correspond to the field that takes into account the studies and applications

of nanosize electronic devices as well as fabrication of these components. Such novel

nanoelectronic devices could improve, enhance and maybe even substitute present micro-

electronics [Mitin et al. 2008]. Nanoelectronics refers especially to electronic components

like transistors. However transistors in nanotechnology meaning are significantly different

from traditional ones, where the most important dissimilarity lies in the operational prin-

ciple of nanoelectronic components which is determined by the quantum effects. These

novel nanoelectronic devices are built on the basis of single atoms, quantum dots, nan-

otubes or molecules [Mozos et al. 1998] (please see an example of graphene based field

emission transistor as depicted on figures 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Three basic nanodevice building blocks: (a) a metal-semiconductor junction,

(b) a p-n junction, and (c) a heterojunction, which can be made by carving out of graphene

appropriate strips (the so-called graphene nanoribbons, GNR), along different direction,

with different edge doping, and with different width, respectively. Various devices can

be constructed from such blocks. For example, a field emission transistor (FET) can

be made by two metal-semiconductor junctions, as presented in (d) [Yan et al. 2007].

The experimental realization of such idea is already possible as depicted in (e) where

a FET fabricated using a nanoribbon end-bonded by two metal electrodes, is presented

[Shimizu et al. 2010].

Among the various physical components which constitute the nanoelectronic devices,

the nanojunctions therein are of crucial importance and will become increasingly so in

the future [Nitzan & Ratner 2003], [Lamba 2009]. Such low-dimensional elements, which
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can act e.g. as switches or gates [Nitzan & Ratner 2003], are considered to be key circuit

components connecting the larger nanostructures. At present they are experimentally

prepared and investigated by means of several techniques, such as the mechanically con-

trollable break junction methods [Agräıt et al. 2003], [Valkering et al. 2005], feedback-

stabilized break junction technique [Smith et al. 2010], scanning tunneling microscopy

[Agräıt et al. 2003], [Kröger et al. 2009], atomic force microscopy [Agräıt et al. 2003], as

well as transmission electron microscopy [Jin et al. 2009], [Bettini et al. 2006] (please see

an example high-resolution transmission electron microscopy of carbon wire nanojunction

obtained by [Jin et al. 2009] as in figures 1.2).

Figure 1.2: Consecutive high-resolution transmission electron microscopy images show-

ing the formation (A-H) from graphene and finally breakage (I) of freestanding carbon

nanojunction wire by continuous electron beam irradiation [Jin et al. 2009].
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Atomic wires represent a particular class of such nanojunctions in nanoelectronic cir-

cuits. The conductance properties of atomic wires are the most interesting features of

these systems, they depend on the materials used to fabricate them and on their structural

properties. For example, the conductance of the monatomic wire nanojunctions does not

stay constant or decrease when the length of the wire increases, rather it oscillates as a

function of the number of the wire atoms. The periodicity of the oscillations may vary

depending on the type of the atomic wire. It has been shown that, in the monovalent

wire nanojunctions composed of alkali (Na and Cs) or noble metals (Ag, Au and Cu),

the conductance oscillations exhibit the two-atom periodicity [Lang & Avouris 1998],

[Smit et al. 2003], [Lee et al. 2008], [Khomyakov & Brocks 2006]. In contrast the Al wire

nanojunctions present the oscillations with a period of four or six atoms, depending on the

considered interatomic distances between consecutive sites [Thygesen & Jacobsen 2003],

[Xu et al. 1992]. As well as in Al wires, the conductance oscillations have been observed

in other multivalence wire nanojuctions, as platinum and iridium [de la Vega et al. 2004],

carbon [Lang & Avouris 1998], [Shen et al. 2010], and silicon systems [Mozos et al. 1997],

[Zhou et al. 2008].

Understanding the electronic transport properties of such nanojunctions is hence of

particular importance. The electrons which contribute to the transport via nanojunc-

tions present characteristic wavelengths comparable to the size of these components,

leading to quantum coherent effects. The properties of the nanoelectronic device and its

functionality may be then greatly affected or even built on such nanojunction quantum

effects [Ke et al. 2008], and cannot be described in the framework of the classical regime

[Havu et al. 2006]. The efficient and exact determination of the scattering transmission

and reflection probabilities for the electrons as quantum particles in nanostructures is

consequently a key concern.

In the present thesis the above issues are addressed, starting with the brief discussion

as regards the theory of conductance as it appears in macro- and microscopic regimes

(chapter 2). Next, the general form of the algebraic phase field matching theory (PFMT)

that allows the calculations of the Landauer-Buttiker scattering probabilities is developed,

in comparison with other mathematical formalisms. This PMFT method has the potential

to treat the conductance properties of even complex molecular nanojunctions (chapter 3).

Then the model calculations are developed and numerically applied to a spectrum of wire

nanojunction systems of interest (chapters 4 and 5). Finally the pertinent conclusions

and perspectives for future research are given in chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Theory of conductance

2.1 From macroscopic to microscopic regime

In the present work the electronic transport will be consequently characterized in the

terms of electronic conductance (G), by arguing the fact that conductance is the most

natural observable measured for the transport of electrons.

In general, proper description of the electronic transport that determine the electronic

conductance in solids concerns about the nature of motion of electrical current carriers

in matter. However, as already mentioned in chapter 1, when a dimensions of the given

material decreases the general behavior of the electrons may change. The type of electron

transport will then depend on whether or not one of the characteristic lengths known as

the mean-free path of electrons (L ) (which is a length between two successive collisions

of electrons with impurities or phonons) is comparable to the dimension of the material

i.e. its diameter and length.
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Figure 2.1: Schematical representation of the diffusive (figure 2.1 (A)) and ballistic (figure

2.1 (B)) electronic transport across given object of interest with length L.

When dealing with very small objects in its diameter scale, the electronic transport

can be then classified only on the basis of the their length (L). Due to this fact the
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electronic transport can divided into two general types (or regimes), namely diffusive or

ballistic one.

When L ≫ L (see figure 2.1 (A)), conductance depends on L, and is defined by the

classical expression:

G ≡ σS

L
, (2.1)

where S is a cross-section area of given object. In this case transport is known as diffusive.

On the other hand when L < L (see figure 2.1 (B)), conductance becomes quantized:

G ≡ 2e2

h
, (2.2)

where e is the charge of electron, h is Planck’s constant and conductance is independent

on the length of the object. In this regime transport is known as ballistic1 [Ventra 2008].

Based on above classification the electronic transport in nanodevices have to be then

considered in the quantum regime. Since in nanostructures only elastic scattering can

occur, the transport characteristics are usually described employing the scattering theory

for electronic excitations [Newton 2002]. The relationship between quantum scatter-

ing and the electronic conductance is then initially provided by the work of Landauer

[Landauer 1957], together with its generalization to the case of multiple scattering as

developed by Büttiker [Büttiker 1986].

2.2 Landauer-Büttiker approach

In the Landauer-Büttiker formalism the object of interest, at which the scattering occurs,

is modeled by quantum barrier and is connected to two reservoirs via perfect conducting

wires (see figure 2.2), where reservoirs take a role of electric leads2. In what follows

one of the leads is responsible for injecting electrons in the state defined by reservoir

electrochemical potential µ and the second one for absorbing arriving electrons. Since

reservoirs act as electric leads, a potential difference is applied across them in order to

impose flow of the current via system. Hence, ideal conducting wires which are connected

to the reservoirs can adiabatically transmit electrons into the sample. However, the

electric current flowing through such system should be small to avoid variations of the

transmission and the density of states, over considered energy range. In extreme limit

(the zero bias limit) the applied potential can be assumed to be infinitesimally small in

order to simplify discussion.

1Please note, that both Eq. (2.1) and (2.2) are written for one-dimensional system in its diameter

scale, in order to clarify the discussion.
2Such sheme is know as two-terminal system, and represents initial formulation of the Landauer-

Büttiker formalism. However, if needed, additional leads can be connected as presented by

[Büttiker 1986].
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Figure 2.2: Scheme representation of the ballistic transport in the framework of

Landauer-Büttiker approach for sample between two reservoirs.

I order to derive expressions for electronic conductance in the framework of the

Landauer-Büttiker approach, let us consider the simplest one-dimensional case. In what

follows the number of conduction channels, which are the modes of propagation charac-

terized by the quantization of the wave vector, is limited only to a single one in one-

dimensional case.

On the basis on figure 2.2 it can be noticed that consideration of the electron states

below µ2, either for first or second reservoir is redundant since resultant current is equal

zero for such energies. This situation occurs due to the fact that below µ2 values of cur-

rents flowing across the system from right to left reservoir or inversely are equal. From

this point of view, only energies above the µ2 level are significant for the transport prob-

lem. In this range of energies between µ1 and µ2, the 2 (µ1 − µ2) ∂N/∂E available states

electronic states wil exist, where ∂N/∂E is the the density of states in one-dimension for

N allowed states at energy E.

The total current for one-dimensional system in the framework of the Landauer-

Büttiker approach is then given by following formula:

It = evf (µ1 − µ2)T
∂N

∂E
, (2.3)

where vf is the velocity of particles at the Fermi level. Equation (2.3) may be further

simplified due to the assumed one-dimensional limit as:

∂N

∂k
=

∂N

∂E

∂E

∂k
=

1

π
, (2.4)

where k is the wave number, and,

∂N

∂E
=

2

hvf
, (2.5)

giving in a result the total electric current in the following form:

It = ev (µ1 − µ2)T
2e

h
. (2.6)
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Next the expression for the conductance and resistivity can be derived. Assuming that

voltage V is measured directly at the terminals of the reservoirs injecting the current

(eV = µ1 − µ2), the conductance is given by the formula:

G =
It
V

=
2e2

h
T, (2.7)

and the resistance by:

R =
1

G
=

h

2e2
1

T
. (2.8)

Generalization to the multichannel case is then a very simple task, and can be done in

following way. Let us assume the scattering matrix, which will be a 2Γ × 2Γ matrix,

where Γ denotes number of available conducting channels. Matrix elements Tγ,γ′ are the

probability amplitudes of electrons which are transmitted from left channel γ into the

right channel γ′. The generalized formula for the total electronic conductance is then

written as:

G =
It
V

=
2e2

h

∑

γ

Tγ, (2.9)

where Tγ are the total transmission amplitudes for the available channels. If a perfect

sample is applied, for which the transmission is equal to unity in all channels, the con-

ductance will be then given by following expression:

G =
Ne2

h
. (2.10)
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Chapter 3

Finite-difference approach to the

electronic transport calculations

3.1 The electronic band structure of solids

3.1.1 Initial formulation of the tight-binding approximation

In order to proceed with the description of the scattering processes at the nanosystems

the way to describe the electronic states in solids have to be chosen. To fully benefit from

the theoretical method presented in section 3.2, our model dynamics are described in the

framework of the theory appropriate for modeling realistic band structures of solids in

a single-particle regime, known as the tight-binding approximation (TBA) in chemistry

referred also as a linear combination of the atomic orbitals (LCAO).

From the historical point of view the first contribution to the development of TBA

theory was given by Felix Bloch in his doctoral thesis from 1929 [Bloch 1929]. To trace

back the initial formulation of the TBA theory let us begin with the secular single-particle

equation:

HΨ(r,k) = E(k)Ψ(r,k), (3.1)

where H is the single-particle Hamiltonian, Ψ(r,k) denotes the crystal wavefunction, and

E stands for the electron eigenvalues. By multiplying the equation 3.1 by the Ψ∗(r,k)

and then integrating over the range of values where Ψ(r,k) is defined, one can arrive with

the following relation:

E(k) =

∫

drΨ∗(r,k)HΨ(r,k)
∫

drΨ∗(r,k)Ψ(r,k)
. (3.2)

As it can be seen, the direct calculation of the energy levels of given crystal with a use

of explicit forms of the wave functions Ψ(r,k) is complicated. To simplify this, the true

form of the wavefunction Ψ(r,k) is expressed within TBA by the linear combination of
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the appropriate trial functions Φl(r− rn,k):

Ψ(r,k) =
∑

l,n

cl(rn,k)Φl(r− rn,k), (3.3)

where rn stands for the vector that marks the nth position of the atom in the crystal

lattice, and l takes the values of the angular momentum character i.e. denotes type of the

atomic orbitals (s, p, d etc.). The wavefunction coefficients cl(rn,k) represents the weight

contribution which comes form a l-type atomic orbitals at lattice sites n. The basis states

Φl(r− rn,k) are then described by the sum of the φl(r− rn −RN ,k) functions as:

Φl(r− rn,k) =
1√
NN

∑

N

zφl(r− rn −RN ,k), (3.4)

for all NN unit cells at positions described by the corresponding RN vectors. The

φl(r − rn − RN ,k) functions are chosen to have the same symmetry properties as the

atomic orbitals, and hence to be tightly bound to the atoms. The correctness of the this

assumption can be qualitatively explained by arguing the fact that core electrons of the

atoms which create the crystal mostly retain some of the properties from the free atoms,

here its strong localization. Further, in equation 3.4, the quantity z = e±ikRN is the

Bloch phase factor, which describes wave propagating to the right (+) or left (-). Due to

this, functions Φl(r− rn,k) obey the Bloch-Floquet theorem in the following way:

Φl(r− rn + RN ,k) =
1√
NN

∑

N ′

eik(RN′−RN )eikRφl(r− rn −RN ′ + RN ,k)

= eikR
1√
NN

∑

N ′

eik(RN′−RN )φl(r− rn − (RN ′ −RN),k)

= eikR
1√
NN

∑

N ′′

eikRN′′φl(r− rn −RN ′′ ,k)

= eikRΦl(r− rn,k), (3.5)

what signify that such functions in different unit cells are related by the Bloch-type phase

factors, assuming RN ′′ = RN ′ −RN as another lattice vector.

The calculation of the energy levels can now be made, by substituting the trials

functions Φl(r − rn,k) into the equation 3.1 and arrive with the following form of the

secular equation:

∑

l,n

[
∫

drΦ∗
l′(r− rn′ ,k)HΦl(r− rn,k) − E(k)

∫

drΦ∗
l′(r− rn′ ,k)Φl(r− rn,k)

]

×cl(rn,k) = 0. (3.6)

Above relation represents linear system of equations of size equal to the product of the

total number of distinctive atoms per unit cell and the total number of distinctive atomic
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orbitals per each atom. This product gives us then the number of total energy levels at

each k point in the Brillouin zone. In this manner, equation 3.6 is then essentially the

discretized Schrödinger equation [Boykin & Klimeck 2004], [Boykin & Klimeck 2005].

In order to solve equation 3.6, the integrals inside this equation are evaluated in the

following way:
∫

drΦ∗
l′(r− rn′ ,k)Φl(r− rn,k) =

1

NN

∑

N ′,N ′′

eik(RN′−RN′′ )

×
∫

drφ′
l(r− rn′ −RN ′′ ,k)φl(r− rn −RN ′ ,k)

=
1

NN

∑

N,N ′

eikRN

×
∫

drφl′(r− rn′ ,k)φl(r− rn −RN ,k)

=
∑

N

eikRN

×
∫

drφl′(r− rn′ ,k)φl(r− rn −RN ,k), (3.7)

and by analogy to the above:
∫

drΦ∗
l′(r− rn′ ,k)HΦl(r− rn,k) =

∑

N

eikRN

×
∫

drφl′(r− rn′ ,k)Hφl(r− rn −RN ,k).(3.8)

In equation 3.7 the integrals
∫

drφl′(r− rn′ ,k)φl(r− rn −RN ,k) are know as the overlap

integrals, whereas the
∫

drφl′(r− rn′ ,k)Hφl(r− rn −RN ,k) ones of equation 3.8 as the

Hamiltonian integrals. Both of these integrals are the crucial quantities in the TBA

approach, since they are responsible for description of the atomic orbitals assumed in

calculations and the interactions between them.

However, at the time when the TBA model was initially introduced it was almost

impossible to compute all of these integrals. The most important simplification to the

initial form of the TB approximation was given by John Clarke Slater and George Fred

Koster in their milestone work entitled Simplified LCAO method for the periodic potential

problem [Slater & Koster 1954]. In the Slater-Koster tight-binding approach (SK-TBA)

the problematic integrals has been replaced by the adjustable constants, which can be

fitted to the results of the more accurate but slower methods like those based on the

first-principle calculations (such TBA model is often referred as the semi-empirical) or

directly to the experimental data (the empirical TBA approach). The full set of the

original SK-TBA parameters incorporates the binding energies εl of a certain atomic

orbital at given lattice site, defined as:
∫

drφl′(r− rn′ ,k)Hφl(r− rn −RN ,k) = δl,l′δn,n′δ0,Nεl, (3.9)
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as well as the parameters hl,l′ which describe the interactions between two orbitals at

different sites:
∫

drφl′(r− rn′ ,k)Hφl(r− rn −RN ,k) = δn,n+νhl,l′ , (3.10)

where ν denotes the order of the nearest-neighbors included in the calculations, e.g.

ν = 1 for the first-nearest-neighbor regime (in chemistry known as Hückel approximation

[Hückel 1931]). In the SK-TBA approach the hl,l′ parameters are also known as a two-

center integrals, what means that, the single particle potential is located at the same site

as one of the atomic wave functions, whereas remaining atomic wave function is located

at different lattice position. In this manner the atomic wave functions are considered to

be orthogonal, what from the physical point of view is not acceptable since it neglects

the overlap between two neighboring atomic wave functions i.e.:
∫

drφl′(r− rn′ ,k)φl(r− rn −RN ,k) = δl,l′δn,n′δ0,N , (3.11)

and prevents any interactions between these functions. However, Slater and Koster show

that using this approach the atomic orbitals should be treated more like Lödwin functions

[Lödwin 1950] then typical atomic wave functions. Even if such simplifications may seems

to be too radical, the Lödwin functions still have the same symmetry properties as the

atomic orbitals. In fact the electronic calculations which based on the original SK-TB

formulation usually give qualitatively good results, however sometimes allows to obtain

even quantitative description of the electronic properties. In order to raise the accuracy of

the SK-TB model, the non-orhogonality can be introduced into the minimal basis of the

atomic wave functions as presented by Mattheiss [Mattheiss 1972a], [Mattheiss 1972b].

Using the non-orthogonal minimal basis of the atomic orbitals one has to extend the

SK-TBA parameters set by the additional overlap integrals sl,l′ :

∫

drφl′(r− rn′ ,k)φl(r− rn −RN ,k) = δn,n+νsl,l′ . (3.12)

In this form the tight-binding method is much more accurate when comparing to the

SK-TB formulations, however it is also slower because of the additional overlap terms.

3.1.2 Tight-binding approximation in modern physics

Despite the long history of the tight-binding approximation approach, and the fact that

modern computers already allow to carry calculations in the frameworks of more so-

phisticated methods (like the density functional theory) within reasonable time lim-

its, the TBA is still widely exploited for numerous electronic properties computations.

At present, the application of the TBA covers the calculations of the basic electronic
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properties like total energies, band structures or the density of states [Harrison 2004],

[Papaconstantopoulos & Mehl 2003], [Harrison 2002]. Furthermore this formalism can

be used for more complex tasks like simulating the scanning tunneling microscope im-

ages of nanostructures [Delga et al. 2011], [Hands et al. 2010] or by integrating its ap-

proach with methods for electronic transport calculations [Szczȩśniak & Khater 2012],

[Szczȩśniak et al. 2012], [Wu & Childs 2011], [Kobayashi 2011]. The fact that TBA is

indeed a interesting alternative to other models that allow the electronic properties cal-

culations, is moreover reinforced by its following advantages:

• relatively simple mathematical formulation,

• correct band mixing description,

• direct interpretation of the atomic details,

• low computational costs,

• fully real-space mathematical formulation.

In order to handle described applications of the TBA model, various implementations

of this method has been presented in past years which have common objective in its

initial formulation presented in previous subsection. On the basis of discussion provided

in subsection 3.1.1, the general concern in using the TBA is the correct determination of

all integrals (often referred as tight-binding parameters) that enter the secular equation,

both for onthonormal or non-orthogonal interactions. As already mentioned, these inte-

grals can be fitted directly to the experimental data or to the results of more accurate

methods. Nevertheless, if such fitting procedure is carried only for a specific system of

interst and gives even quantitative agreement with other results, the obtained integrals

are not transferable. This is a major disadvantage of such attempt since, it forbids any

comparisons on the same footing between different materials. The solution to this prob-

lem is to use one of the wide range of transferable parametrization methods. At present

the following popular ones can be listed:

• Harrison tight-binding theory (HTBT) [Harrison 2004] - one of the first universal

schemes for the tight-binding calculations that provides a simple way to calcu-

late the tight-binding parameters in the orthonormal regime. Within this method

the orbital type dependent onsite energies (εl) are predetermined and their val-

ues are relative to the energy of the ground state of hydrogen. On the other

hand the coupling parameters (hl,l′), consistent with the Slater-Koster convention
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[Slater & Koster 1954], are distance dependent and calculated on the basis of the

following expression:

hn,n′,β
l,l′,m = ηl,l′,m

ℏ
2

med2β
, (3.13)

where ηl,l′,m are the dimensionless and already predefined Harrison coefficients, me

the electron mass in vacuum, and dβ the interatomic distance for interacting neigh-

bors. Please note that above form of the onsite and coupling parameters is presented

as it appears in its classical form for simple compounds [Harrison 2004]. This formu-

lation gives mostly qualitative description of the electronic bands, but can be simply

re-parametrized for specific applications when quantitative agreement with more

accurate results is required. An specific extensions for e.g. semiconductors or tran-

sition metals are available [Harrison 2004]. Even the non-orthogonal formulation of

the HTBT is present, however the universality of this implementation is restricted to

the transition, alkaline earth, and noble metals [Shi & Papaconstantopoulos 2004].

The HTBT method is chosen due to its transparency and intuitive form as a basic

parametrization method for numerical calculations presented in this thesis, except

the calculations carried for diatomic copper-cobalt nanojunctions presented in sec-

tion 4.2, which based on the parameters fitted to the experimental results.

• Cohen et al. theory [Cohen et al. 1994] - is the fully non-orthogonal universal TBA

model. Within this approach the binding energies are environmentally dependent

terms expressed using the Birch-like equations. This model incorporates both the

tight-binding coupling terms (hl,l′) as well as the overlap parameters (sl,l′).

• Density-functional tight-binding theory (DFTB) [Porezag et al. 1995] - a model

which is parametrized directly using density functional theory, and despite the

fact it still cannot be considered as an ab initio method because of its TBA origins,

it is rooted in first principles deeper than other parametrization methods. This

conjunction of the TBA and DFT approaches into one results in high accuracy and

reasonable transferability of the model. In general this theory based on the second-

order expansion of the Kohn-Sham total energy in DFT, taking into account the

charge density fluctuations. In this manner the zeroth order approach is equiva-

lent to a classical tight-binding scheme. An interesting introduction to the DFTB

method can be found in [Koskinen & Mäkinen 2009].
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3.2 The phase field matching theory approach

3.2.1 The general formulation of the phase field matching the-

ory

Let us next develop the appropriate method for description of the scattering processes at

the nanosystems. In this section we present the complete derivation and discussion of the

finite-difference algebraic method namely the phases field matching theory (PFMT) as pre-

sented in [Szczȩśniak & Khater 2012] and [Szczȩśniak et al. 2012], which was originally

and intensively developed for the scattering and transport of phonon and magnon excita-

tions in nanostructures [Khater et al. 2011a], [Khater et al. 2011b], [Tigrine et al. 2008],

[Virlouvet et al. 1999], [Fellay et al. 1997]. While at first sight, the formulation of the

PFMT may be expected to be formally similar for different types of excitations, i.e.

replacing here the dynamical equation for phonons or magnons by the Schrödinger equa-

tion, there are however significant technical dissimilarities which play an important role.

For example, we can refer to the fact that in the electron scattering problem one has to

consider allowed symmetries of the atomic orbitals, which is not the case for phonon and

magnon excitations.

The schematic representation of the system under study with an arbitrary nanojunc-

tion region is presented in Figure 3.1. With reference to the Landauer-Büttiker theory

for the analysis of the electronic scattering processes [Landauer 1957], [Büttiker 1986],

this system is divided into three main parts, namely the finite nanojunction region (red

color), and two other regions to the right and left of the nanojunction which are semi-

infinite quasi one-dimensional carbon leads (blue color). Each color block, red and blue,

represents primitive unit cell1. Moreover, for the purpose of the quantum conductance

calculations, the so-called irreducible region and the matching domains are depicted.

Figure 3.1 is used throughout section 3.2.1 as a graphical reference for the analytical

discussion.

The system presented in Figure 3.1 is described by the general tight-binding Hamil-

1Note that in order to keep transparent theoretical discussion, we treat in this section an equivalent

number of atoms for all unit cells in the system, i.e. in the leads and on the nanojunction. However,

the PFMT method allows us in general to consider systems with unit cells of different dimensions and

shapes.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic planar projection in the direction of propagation of an arbitrary

three-dimensional Landauer-Büttiker-type system. The unit cells of the nanojunction

(N ∈ [0, D−1]) and two semi-infinite leads (N ∈ [−∞,−1] and N ∈ [D,∞]) are denoted

by red and blue colors, respectively. The corresponding Hamiltonian on- and off-diagonal

sub-matrices are also depicted. Note that in order to keep the figure simple we show the

Hamiltonian sub-matrices for interactions between different unit cells only for i < j.

tonian block matrix

H =





















. . . · · · 0 0
... EN−1,N−1 H

†
N,N−1 0 0

0 HN,N−1 EN,N H
†
N+1,N 0

0 0 HN+1,N EN+1,N+1
...

0 0 · · · . . .





















. (3.14)

This is defined in general for a system of Nx inequivalent atoms per unit cell, where Nl

denotes the number of the basis orbitals per atomic site, assuming spin degeneracy. In

equation (3.14), Ei,j denote the on-diagonal matrices composed of both diagonal εn,αl and

off-diagonal hn,n′,β
l,l′,m elements for a selected unit cell. In contrast the Hi,j matrices contain

only off-diagonal elements for the interactions between different unit cells. Each diagonal

element is characterized by the index α that identifies the atom type on the nth site

in a unit cell and the lower index l for the angular momentum state. The off-diagonal

elements hn,n′,β
l,l′,m describe the m-type bond between l and l′ nearest-neighbor states.
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In our calculations the single-particle electronic wave functions are expanded in the

orthonormal basis of local atomic wave functions φl(r) as follows

Ψ(r,k) =
∑

l,n,N

cl(rn −RN ,k)φl(r−RN ,k). (3.15)

In equation (3.15), k is the real wave vector, RN the position vector of the selected unit

cell, and rn the position vector of the nth atom in the selected unit cell. For the ideal leads,

the wavefunction coefficients cl(rn − RN ,k) are characterized under the Bloch-Floquet

theorem in consecutive unit cells by the following phase relation

cl(rn −RN+1,k) = zcl(rn −RN ,k), (3.16)

where z is the phase factor

z± = e±ikRN , (3.17)

which correspond here to waves propagating to the right (+) or to the left (-).

Note at this point that the choice of the orthonormal basis is made only to simplify

our notation in further part of this section and to make our discussion more transparent

to the reader. In general, any kind of the minimal basis can be chosen, depending on the

considered structure and assumed approximations.

The electronic equations of motion for a leads unit cell, independent of N , may be

expressed in square matrix form, with an orthonormal minimal basis set of local wave-

functions, as

(EI−Md) × c(k, E) = 0. (3.18)

E stands for the electron eigenvalues, I is the identity matrix, while the dynamical matrix

Md contains the Hamiltonian matrix elements and the z phase factors. The c(k, E) is

the Nx ×Nl size vector defined as

c(k, E) =



















cs(r1,k, E)

cpx(r1,k, E)
...

cl−1(rn,k, E)

cl(rn,k, E)



















≡









cl(r1,k, E)
...

cl(rn,k, E)









. (3.19)

Equation (3.18) gives the Nx × Nl eigenvalues with corresponding eigenvectors which

determine the electronic structure of the lead system, where l under the vector cl corre-

sponds to the total Nl different orbitals assumed in the calculations.

The complete description of the electronic states on the ideal leads requires a full

understanding of the propagating and of the evanescent electronic states on the leads.

This arises because the nanojunction (red color blocks in Figure 3.1) breaks the perfect
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periodicity of the infinite leads (blue color blocks in Figure 3.1), and forbids a formula-

tion of the problem only in terms of the pure Bloch states as given in equation (3.17).

Depending on the complexity of a given electronic state, it follows that the evanescent

waves may be defined by the phase factors for a purely imaginary wave vectors k = iκ

such that

z = z± = e∓κrn , (3.20)

or for complex wave vectors k = κ1 + iκ2 such that

z = z± = e∓(iκ1−κ2)rn . (3.21)

The phase factors of equations (3.20) and (3.21) correspond to pairs of hermitian evanes-

cent and divergent solutions on the leads. Only the evanescent states are physically

considered, where the spatial evanescence occurs to the right and left away from the

nanojunction localized states. Note that the l-type evanescent state corresponds to en-

ergies beyond the propagating band structure for this state.

The functional behavior of z(E) for the propagating and evanescent states on the

leads may be obtained by various techniques. An elegant method presented previously

for phonon and magnon excitations [Fellay et al. 1997], is adapted here for the electrons.

It is described on the basis of equations (3.16) and (3.18) by the generalized eigenvalue

problem for z

[[

EI− EN,N HN,N−1

I 0

]

− z

[

−H
†
N,N−1 0

0 I

]]

×
[

c(RN , z, E)

c(RN−1, z, E)

]

= 0. (3.22)

Equation (3.22) gives the 2NxNl eigenvalues as an ensemble of NxNl pairs of z and z−1.

Only solutions with |z| = 1 (propagating waves) and |z| < 1 (evanescent waves) are

retained as a physical ones. In equation (3.22) k is then replaced by the appropriate

energy E variable. Furthermore, for systems with more than one atom per unit cell,

the matrices HN,N−1 and H
†
N,N−1 in this procedure are singular. In order to obtain the

physical solutions, the eigenvalue problem of equation (3.22) is reduced from the 2NxNl

size problem to the appropriate 2Nl one, by using the partitioning technique (please see

Appendix B).

Consider next the scattering problem at the nanojunction. An electron incident along

the leads has a given energy E and wave vector k, where E = Eγ(k) denotes the available

dispersion curves for the γ = 1, 2,..., Γ propagating eigenmodes, where Γ corresponds

to the total number of allowed solutions for the eigenvalue problem of phase factors

in equation (3.22). In any given energy interval, however, these may be evanescent or
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propagating eignemodes, and together constitute a complete set of available channels

necessary for the scattering analysis.

The irreducible domain of atomic sites for the scattering problem includes the nano-

junction domain itself, (N ∈ [0, D − 1]), and the atomic sites on the left and right leads

which interact with the nanojunction, as in Figure 3.1. This constitutes a necessary and

sufficient region for our considerations, i.e. any supplementary atoms from the leads in-

cluded in the calculations do not change the final results. The scattering at the boundary

yields then the coherent reflected and transmitted fields, and in order to calculate these,

we establish the system of equations of motion for the atomic sites (N ∈ [−1, D]) of the

irreducible nanojunction domain. This procedure leads to the general matrix equation

Mnano ×V = 0. (3.23)

Mnano is a (D + 2) × (D + 4) matrix composed of the block matrices (EI − EN,N −
HN,N−1 −H

†
N,N−1), and the state vector V of dimension D + 4 is given as

V =





































cl(r1 −R−2, E)
...

cl(rn −R−2, E)
...
...

cl(r1 −RD+1, E)
...

cl(rn −RD+1, E)





































. (3.24)

Since the number of unknown coefficients in equation (3.23) is always greater than the

number of equations, such a set of equations cannot be solved directly.

Assuming that the incoming electron wave propagates from left to right in the eigen-

mode γ over the interval of energies E = Eγ, the field coefficients on the left and right

sides of the irreducible nanojunction domain may be written as

cLl (rn −RN , zγ, Eγ) = cl(rn, zγ, Eγ)z−N
γ

+
Γ

∑

γ′

cl(rn, zγ′ , Eγ)zNγ′ rγ,γ′(Eγ) for N 6 −1, (3.25)

cRl (rn −RN , zγ, Eγ) =
Γ

∑

γ′

cl(rn, zγ′ , Eγ)zNγ′ tγ,γ′(Eγ) for N > D, (3.26)

where γ′ ∈ Γ is an arbitrary channel into which the incident electron wave scatters,

and cl(rn, zγ, Eγ) denotes the the eigenvector of the lead dynamical matrix of equation
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(3.18) for the inequivalent site n, at zγ and Eγ. The terms rγ,γ′ and tγ,γ′ denote the

scattering amplitudes for respectively backscattering and transmission from the γ into

the γ′ eigenmodes, and constitute the basis of the Hilbert space which describes the

reflection and transmission processes.

Equations (3.25) and (3.26) are next used to transform the (D+2)×(D+4) matrix of

the system of equations of motion, equation (3.23), into an inhomogeneous (D+2)×(D+2)

matrix for the scattering problem. This procedure leads to the new form of the vector

V =











































z2 0 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0

z 0
...

0 1
...

...
. . .

...
... 1

...
...

. . .
...

... 1 0

... 0 z

0 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0 z2











































×















































rγ,γ′

cl(r1 −R0, Eγ)
...

cl(rn −R0, Eγ)
...
...

cl(r1 −RD−1, Eγ)
...

cl(rn −RD−1, Eγ)

tγ,γ′















































+















































cl(r1, zγ, Eγ)z−2
γ

...

cl(rn, zγ, Eγ)z−2
γ

cl(r1, zγ, Eγ)z−1
γ

...

cl(rn, zγ, Eγ)z−1
γ

0
...
...

0















































. (3.27)

The rectangular sparse matrix in equation (3.27) has (D+ 4)× (D+ 2) size. The vectors

rγ,γ′ and tγ,γ′ are column vectors of the backscattering and transmission Hilbert basis.

Substituting equation (3.27) into equation (3.23) yields an inhomogenous system of
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equations as follows

M×















































rγ,γ′

cl(r1 −R0, Eγ)
...

cl(rn −R0, Eγ)
...
...

cl(r1 −RD−1, Eγ)
...

cl(rn −RD−1, Eγ)

tγ,γ′















































= −



















Min
1

Min
2

0
...

0



















(3.28)

In equation 3.28, M is the matched (D + 2) × (D + 2) square matrix, and the vector of

dimension (D + 2) which incorporates the Min
1 and Min

2 elements, regroups the inhomo-

geneous terms of the incident wave. The explicit forms of the M matrix elements and

and Min
N vectors are presented in Appendix C.

In practice, equation (3.28) can be solved using standard numerical procedures, over

the entire range of available electronic energies, yielding the coefficients cl for the atomic

sites on the nanojunction domain itself, and also the Γ reflection rγ,γ′(E) and the Γ

transmission tγ,γ′(E) coefficients. However for simple systems it is possible to calculate

explicit analytical expressions for the transmission and reflection coefficients as it has

been shown in [Khater & Szczȩśniak 2011].

The reflection and transmission coefficients give respectively the reflection Rγ,γ′(E)

and transmission Tγ,γ′(E) probabilities, by normalizing with respect to their group ve-

locities vγ in order to obtain the unitarity of the scattering matrix, as

Rγ,γ′(E) =
vγ′

vγ
|rγ,γ′(E)|2 , (3.29)

Tγ,γ′(E) =
vγ′

vγ
|tγ,γ′(E)|2 , (3.30)

where vγ ≡ vγ(E) denotes the group velocity of the incident electron wave in the eigen-

mode γ. The group velocities are calculated by a straightforward procedure as in Ap-

pendix D. For the evanescent eigenmodes vγ′ = 0. Although the evanescent eigenmodes do

not contribute to the electronic transport, they are required for the complete description

of the scattering processes.

Furthermore, using equations (3.29) and (3.30), the overall reflection probability,

Rγ(E), for an electron incident in the γ eigenmode, and the total electronic reflection
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probability, R(E), from all the eignemodes may be expressed respectively as

Rγ(E) =
Γ

∑

γ′

Rγ,γ′(E) and R(E) =
Γ

∑

γ

Rγ(E). (3.31)

Similarly, for the transmission probabilities, we may write the equivalent equations as

Tγ(E) =
Γ

∑

γ′

Tγ,γ′(E) and T (E) =
Γ

∑

γ

Tγ(E). (3.32)

The Tγ(E) and T (E) probabilities are very important for the electronic scattering pro-

cesses since they correspond directly to the experimentally measurable observables. Like-

wise, the total transmission T (Eγ) allows to calculate the overall electronic conductance.

In this work we assume the zero bias limit and write the total conductance in the following

way

G(EF ) = G0T (EF ). (3.33)

In equation (3.33), G0 is the conductance quantum and equals 2e2/h. Due to the Fermi-

Dirac distribution the G(EF ) is calculated at the Fermi level of the perfect leads band

structure, since electrons only at this level give the important contribution to the elec-

tronic conductance. The Fermi energy can be determined using various methods, where

in the present work EF is calculated the basis of the density of states calculations.

3.2.2 Remarks on other available techniques

Despite developed in this thesis phase field matching theory, the scattering probabilities

for the transport of electrons can be determined thanks to other theoretical methods

which have a common objective in the framework of the Landauer-Büttiker formalism

[Landauer 1957], [Büttiker 1986], and can be employed by integrating in their approach,

the density functional theory [Egami et al. 2010], [Tsukamoto et al. 2009] or the tight-

binding model [Kobayashi 2011], [Nozaki et al. 2010], [Zhang et al. 2011a].

The most popular alternatives to the PFMT approach are the matrix Green’s func-

tion method by Ando [Ando 1991] or the non-equilibrium Green’s function formalism

(NEGF), also known as the Keldysh formalism2. However, there has been a debate

whether the Ando’s formalism is complete [Krstić et al. 2002], and in spite of the fact

that usual combination of the Keldysh formalism and DFT is still very often computa-

tionally demanding [Havu et al. 2006], [Zhang et al. 2011a] motivating intensive research

for solutions to this difficulty, the NGEF is the most relevant alternative to the PFMT.

2For discussion of the non-equlibrium Green’s function formalism (originally formulated by L.V.

Keldysh in [Keldysh 1965]) for a electronic transport simulations we refer to [Datta 1995].
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Please note that an interesting discussion of different types of the optimization tech-

niques for NGEF formalism in the case of electronic transport calculations may be found

in [Deretzis & Magna 2011], [Egami et al. 2010] and [Tsukamoto et al. 2009].

The main differences between PFMT and NEGF methods arise mainly from the fact

that PFMT technique leads to the transparent matrix structures which are numerically

solvable in a direct manner, in contrast with the characteristic NEGF calculations which

require special numerical optimization methods [Deretzis & Magna 2011]. It should be

also noted that, contrary to the Green’s function methods, the PFMT equation (3.28)

allows us to solve the scattering problem directly for real energies, providing at once

not only the overall transmission spectra but also the component spectras for each of

the available transmission channels [Szczȩśniak et al. 2012]. The latter problem can be

somehow avoided in the NEGF formalism, but it requires the calculation of the over-

all transmission first and afterwards, by applying appropriate procedure, decoupling it

into component contributions [Krstić et al. 2002]. Hence, such procedure is much less

intuitive. Moreover, the boundary terms of M matrix in equation (3.28), known as a self-

energies in the Green’s function formalism, are not only real but also energy independent

in the PFMT method when the interactions between neighbor atoms in the leads are

symmetric [Szczȩśniak & Khater 2012]. This leads to the simpler mathematical notation

for certain cases when compared to the NEGF.

The agreement between results for electronic transport calculations obtained within

PFMT and NEGF formalism is fullfiled. For example our numerical calculations pre-

sented in next chapter for monatomic sodium wires agrees qualitatively with the results

given by the NEGF first principle computations. It has been also shown that for magnon

excitations, the matching-based techniques gives the same results as NEGF, when both

are applied for exactly the same systems [Zhang et al. 2008].

In this manner our PFMT formalism can be considered as a compact and efficient

tool for the study of the electronic quantum transport for a wide range of nanomaterial

systems. It provides a trade-off in computational efficiency and predictive capability

as compared to slower first-principle based methods, and has the potential to treat the

conductance properties of complex molecular nanojunctions.
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Chapter 4

Quantum electronic transport in

mono-valence nanosystems

4.1 Monatomic sodium nanojunctions

The PFMT model calculation is first applied numerically for the monatomic linear sodium

wire nanojunctions (MLNaW) between sodium leads as presented in Fig.4.1. Our numer-

ical results are determined for wires of various lengths, in particular they are presented

typically here for D ∈ [1, 6].

left lead
MLNaW nanojunction

irreducible region

matching

domain

matching

domain

right lead

dLLdLLdLWdWWdWWdWWdWWdLWdLLdLL

��� ��� ��� �� �� �� ���� ���� ���� �� ���� ����

h�����h�����h�������h�������h���h���h����h����� h�������h�����

Figure 4.1: Schematic representations of the D-atomic linear nanojunction made of

sodium atoms (light green color) between sodium leads (dark green color). The corre-

sponding binding energies εn for sites n, and the nearest-neighbor couplings hn,n′ between

sites n and n′ are depicted. Note that in order to keep the figures simple we show the

nearest-neighbor coupling terms only for n < n′. Additionally, three different interatomic

spacings are considered: dWW for the nanojunction wire, dLL in the leads, and dWL at

the contact.
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These calculations are motivated by the fact that the MLNaW nanojunctions, which

have been investigated previously using other theoretical methods [Egami et al. 2010],

[Li & Kosov 2006], [Khomyakov & Brocks 2006], [Lee et al. 2004], are known as good

benchmark systems for electronic conductance calculations [Zugarramurdi et al. 2011],

[Havu et al. 2006]. This initial analysis is hence carried out in order to demonstrate the

correctness and functionality of the PFMT method by comparing with previous results.

The assumed binding energies of Na atoms are constant and equal -4.96 eV, while the

distance dependent coupling terms are modeled using HTBT approach [Harrison 2004].

The interatomic distance on the Na leads dLL = 3.64Å is considered to correspond to the

bulk Na nearest-neighbor distance. However, the interatomic distances on the MLNaW

nanojunction take on a value of dWW = 3.39Å which is the average interatomic distance

for the finite Na wires [Khomyakov & Brocks 2006]. In contrast, the lead-nanojunction

spacing is considered for two numerical values, dWL which is equal to 3.99Å and 3.29

Å. These numbers correspond to a choice range of approximately 20% weaker (WC)

and stronger (SC) lead-nanojunction couplings, respectively, compared to the intrinsic

lead coupling. This is a physically reasonable range to test. Taking into account the

above values of the interatomic distances, we note that the D=1 case is equivalent to the

situation of the infinite chain with the two bond defects, however this is not true for the

remaining wire lengths due to the fact that dLL 6= dWW.

In Fig.4.2, the overall transmission T (E) and reflection R(E) probabilities are pre-

sented as a function of the incident electronic energy E, for various wire lengths N , and

for the two different lead-chain coupling values SC and WC defined above. For each

sub-figure of Fig.4.2, T (E) and R(E) are calculated independently, and the unitarity

requirement for the scattering processes is checked by the sum T (E) + R(E). Note that

EF is set as a zero energy reference in these figures.

The positions of the transmission spectral resonances vary as a function of the lead-

nanojunction couplings, as expected and as may be seen from Fig.4.2. Due to the mirror

symmetry and assumed local charge neutrality in the considered MLNaW systems, all

energy levels, excluding the central peak for odd D, are distributed symmetrically with

respect to the referential EF , for both even and odd D. Analyzing the transmission

spectra, the number of the resonances is always equal to the number of the atoms in

the considered MLNaW wire up to D = 3. This equality is also conserved for D = 4

for the strong SC couplings, but reduced to D − 2 for the weak WC couplings. The

D − 2 states are also observed for the five odd- and the six even-numbered wires for

both SC and WC cases. The displacement of the resonances to outside the transmission

spectra for any D is directly related to the lead-nanojunction couplings for the consid-

ered system. This displacement happens when the resonance goes to a localized state
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Figure 4.2: The overall transmission T (E) and reflection R(E) probabilities as a function

of energy for the MLNaW wire nanojunctions composed of D atoms, with strong (SC)

or weak (WC) lead-wire couplings. Subfigures (A), (C) and (E) correspond to the odd-

number D, (B), (D) and (F) to the even-number. EF is set as a zero energy reference,

and the unitarity condition is represented by the sum S(E).

outside the leads monovalent s-type conduction band. This effect is equally observed for

resonances and localized vibration states on atomic nanojunctions [Khater et al. 2011a],

[Virlouvet et al. 1999], [Fellay et al. 1997]. Further, when the MLNaW wire increases in

length this displacement is quicker for the WC connected wires than for the SC ones.

As mentioned previously, the only significant contribution to the overall conductance

comes from electronic states in the neighborhood of the Fermi level EF . It is hence notice-

able that for the odd-number wires, one of the resonant maxima appears systematically

at EF , which yields as a consequence a conductance maximum for the corresponding

systems. In contrast, the even-numbered wires do not present any maxima at EF , which

outcome results in successive minima for the conductance of these systems.

The total conductance G(N,EF ) for the considered MLNaW wires is presented in

Fig.4.3, as a function of the wire length D, reflecting the maxima and minima of the

transmission spectra at EF , and exhibiting the usual conductance oscillations, here with

a two-atom period. This situation relates directly to the interaction of the free electrons
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in the lead band with the electronic states of the nanojunction wire. In particular, since

the σ state for a sodium atom can take two electrons by the Pauli principle, one notes

that there are half-empty states available for the odd-number wires while non available

for the even-number wires. Since the Fermi energy EF is equal to the binding energy

of the Na atoms, the odd-number wires present a greater local density of states LDOS

accessible at the Fermi level, compared to that for the even-number wires. This ensures

that the hopping mobility is unimpeded for the odd-number wires, whereas this is not the

case for the even-number wires. The corresponding electronic transport is consequently

a maximum at ∼ G0 for the odd-number MLNaW wire nanojunctions, for both the

weak WC and the strong SC couplings. The electronic conductance decreases for the

even-number wires, and this decrease varies with the lead-nanojunction couplings, it is

∼ 0.065G0 for SC and ∼ 0.221G0 for WC, respectively. Furthermore, one observes that

the conductance of the even-number MLNaW wire nanojunctions increases slightly but

monotonically with the increase of the wire length. This situation may be explained

qualitatively by arguing that the electric leads have a bigger influence on the LDOS at

the Fermi level for the short wires than for the longer ones. An interesting discussion

on the problem of how the different types of leads may influence the overall electronic

conductance can be found in [Khomyakov & Brocks 2006].
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Figure 4.3: The total electronic conductance G(N,EF ) at the Fermi level as a function

of the number of atoms on the MLNaW wire nanojunction, in units of G0.

In summary, the electronic conductance determined in this subsection presents hith-

erto unknown detailed transmission spectra, and confirms the well known even-odd con-

ductance oscillation effect [Yamaguchi et al. 1997], which is previously reported for the
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MLNaW nanojunctions [Lang 1997], as well as for other wire systems [Lee et al. 2004],

[Thygesen & Jacobsen 2003], [Lang & Avouris 1998]. We also note that our results are

in agreement with those obtained on the basis of the first-principle calculations in other

model calculations [Lee et al. 2004], [Egami et al. 2010], [Egami et al. 2005]. This clearly

confirms the validity of the PFMT approach. The minor quantitative differences between

our results for the conductance and those previously reported, for the same D-number

MLNaW wire systems, appear mainly due to the assumed structures of the electric leads.

4.2 Diatomic copper-cobalt nanojunctions

h���

irreducible region

matching

domain

matching

domain

right lead
DLCuCoW nanojunction

��

left lead

�� �� ���� ���� ��������������� ���� ����

h���h����h����� h������� h�������h����� h����� h�������h�����

Figure 4.4: Schematic representations of the D-atomic linear nanojunction made of pairs

of copper (orange color) and cobalt (blue color) atoms between copper leads. The corre-

sponding binding energies εn for sites n, and the nearest-neighbor couplings hn,n′ between

sites n and n′ are depicted. Note that in order to keep the figures simple we show the

nearest-neighbor coupling terms only for n < n′.

The second considered system in this work concerns the supported diatomic linear

copper cobalt wire nanojunctions (DLCuCoW) as presented in figure 4.4. Finite - Cu

- Co - wire systems have been experimentally prepared previously as grouped adatoms

on the flat Cu(111) surface by Lagoute et al. [Lagoute et al. 2007], with the use of

the low-temperature scanning tunneling microscope technique. Initially, these systems

have been developed as magnetic/nonmagnetic finite atomic wires for the investiga-

tion of their potential magnetic properties. Subjects concerning their spin dynamics

[Saubanère et al. 2010], their storage potential [Brovko et al. 2011], and the observation

of the Kondo effect in their structure [Néel et al. 2011], have been indeed addressed re-

cently. However, their electronic transport properties have not been considered previously,
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despite their intrinsic interest under a DLCuCoW configuration, and their mechanical and

thermodynamical stability at low temperatures. Note in this respect the increasing in-

terest in the stability of such supported wire systems [Oncel 2008] for arbitrary ranges of

temperature.

In principle, the electron dynamics of the supported DLCuCoW nanojunctions can

be discussed within the s-like single band effective tight-binding model proposed in

[Lagoute et al. 2007]. This possibility arises from the existence of unoccupied confined

quantum states formed along the Cu-Co wire nanojunctions by linking the orbitals of spz

character. Such confined states have been observed in other supported wire systems like

the monatomic Cu [Fölsch et al. 2004] and Au [Nilius et al. 2002], the diatomic Au-Pd

nanojunction systems [Wallis et al. 2005], and Fe nano-islands [Delga et al. 2011].

In this context the possibility of using semiconductor surfaces which present a band

gap is equally interesting as a support for the atomic wires. These surfaces may electron-

ically decouple from the supported wire orbitals in certain cases, allowing one to study

the electronics of stable one-dimensional wire systems [Oncel 2008].

From our point of view the diatomic nanojunction wires may be used to control the

value of the overall electronic conductance in low-dimensional nanoelectronic circuits. In

particular, the foreign cobalt atoms injected directly into the monatomic copper wire, act

as controllable chemical defects which modify the initial system and its electronic proper-

ties as a consequence. Furthermore, the substrate supported configurations of the lead -

DLCuCoW wire nanojunctions - lead, suggest a greater mechanical and thermodynamic

stability than for the freely suspended wires, which is one of the most important features

required for future nanoelectronic devices.

Our model calculations for the electronic quantum conductance of the DLCuCoW

systems are presented for wires composed of different numbers of periodically arranged

Cu-Co atomic pairs, as in Figure 4.4. The length of the DLCuCoW wire may charac-

terized by the number DCuCo of such pairs, and the results in this subsection are hence

presented in terms of this latter variable for a given DLCuCoW nanojunction.

In the case of the DLCuCoW nanojunctions, we assume the Hamiltonian elements of

Eq.(??) to have the values proposed in [Lagoute et al. 2007]. Following these studies, the

binding energy 3.31 eV is considered to be the same for all the copper atoms, whereas for

cobalt it is 2.96 eV. The coupling terms between copper nearest-neighbors on the leads,

and between copper and cobalt nearest-neighbors on the wire nanojunction, are close to

each other with values of −0.95 eV and −0.94 eV, respectively.

It is important to note that the DCuCo = 1 nanojunction wire is a very particular case

since it has quite a different symmetry from all other lengths and is open to different

structural definitions; we have calculated the total conductance for this particular case
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to be 0.9658G0, but will not use it in our discussion of the properties of the conductance

G(DCuCo, EF ) for a general wire length.
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Figure 4.5: (A) - (D): The selected spectra of the transmission T (E) and reflection R(E)

probabilities for respectively 2, 7, 12 and 17 copper-cobalt atomic pairs in the DLCuCoW

scattering region. The unitarity condition is represented by the sum S(E). (E): Surface

plot of the transmission probabilities as a function of energy and number of the Cu-Co

atomic pairs in the DLCuCoW scattering region. For all subfigures the EF is set at zero

of energy.

In Figure 4.5 (A)-(D) we present the detailed transmission T (E) and reflection R(E)

spectra of the DLCuCoW nanojunction, for the selected values of DCuCo = 2, 7, 12, and 17.

The resonance maxima and minima can be observed as for the MLNaW wires, where EF

is again set as a zero energy reference. However, the transmission and reflection spectra

are not symmetric with respect to this reference, due the slight difference between the

cobalt and copper binding energies. The most important conclusion concerns the value of

the transmission probabilities close to EF . The transmission spectra in Fig.4.5 (A)-(D)

show strong resonant minima for both the even- and the odd-number wires. In particular,

we observe that the value of the transmission at the Fermi level decreases when the length

of the effective nanojunction increases. This trend is summarized in Fig.4.5 (E) for the

ensemble of the transmission spectra for DCuCo values ranging from 2 to 17. At the upper

limit the conductance goes to G(DCuCo = 17, EF ) ∼ 10−1G0 which is sufficient for the

purpose of the present calculation.

The overall electronic conductance G(DCuCo, EF ) as a function of the DLCuCoW wire

length in terms of Cu-Co atomic pairs, is presented in Figure 4.6, along with a fitting
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Figure 4.6: The total electronic conductance G(DCuCo, EF ) in units of G0, read at the

Fermi level EF as a function of the number of Cu-Co pairs on the DLCuCoW nanojunction

wire. The PFMT results are represented by open circles, and the fitting function by the

red curve.

exponential function

G(DCuCo, EF ) = G(2, EF )exp[−α(DCuCo − 2)]

for DCuCo ≥ 2. (4.1)

Figure 4.4 resumes the transmission spectra at the Fermi energy, it shows the strong

monotonic decay of the electronic conductance with the increase of the number of Cu-Co

pairs of the nanojunction.

In the corresponding equation (4.1), G(2, EF ) = 0.8760G0 is the conductance of a

wire made up of two Cu-Co pairs, and α = 0.1630 denotes the decay constant. equation

(4.1) allows one hence to read the numerical values of the conductance G(DCuCo, EF ) of

the DLCuCoW wires for DCuCo ≥ 2 using a simple formula which is useful in the analysis

of potential applications of corresponding nanocircuits. This behavior is fundamentally

different from the typical conductance oscillations observed for odd- and even-number

monoatomic wires.

To understand the decrease of the conductance in Figure 4.6, one has to take a

closer look at the band structure of the infinite -Cu-Co- diatomic chain which is the

infinite limit of the DLCuCoW nanojunction. We have calculated the band structure

for such an infinite diatomic wire as in Figure 4.7. This presents a band gap of ∆=0.35

eV and renders the system theoretically insulating. This band gap, which corresponds
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Figure 4.7: Band structure of the infinite variant of the DLCuCoW wire nanojunction

over the first Brillouin zone. The band gap (∆=0.35 eV) is marked by two dotted lines,

between the copper (εCu) and the cobalt (εCo) binding energies. The Fermi energy for

the half-filled bands is represented by the dashed line.

directly to the difference of the binding energies for cobalt and copper atoms, presents

a differential ∼ 10−1 with respect to the Cu binding energy. It is an effective potential

barrier for electrons between successive Cu and Co sites, and results in a small but

cumulative decrease of the conductance as the DLCuCoW wire nanojunction increases in

length, when comparing to the theoretical maximum of G0 for the pure atomic Cu wire.

This direct interpretation is confirmed by the exponential form of equation (4.1), where

exp[−α(DCuCo−2)] = exp(−α)DCuCo−2, expressing the monotonic decay of the electronic

conductance with the increasing length of the DLCuCoW nanojunction.
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Chapter 5

Quantum electronic transport in

multi-valence nanosystems

5.1 Diatomic silicon-carbide nanojunctions

Carbon exists in nature under a wide range of allotropic forms, as the two-dimensional

graphene [Geim & Novoselov 2007], the cage fullerenes [Kroto et al. 1985], and the quasi-

one-dimensional carbon nanotubes [Iijima & Ichihashi 1993]. These forms exhibit excep-

tional physical properties and can be considered as promising components for future

nanodevices [Euen 1998]. The discovery of monatomic linear carbon wires (MLCW),

[Jin et al. 2009], [Yuzvinsky et al. 2006], [Zhao et al. 2003], [Troiani et al. 2003],

[Derycke et al. 1998], [Lagow et al. 1995], [Heath et al. 1987], turns the attention to an-

other intriguing carbon allotropic form. In the experiment conducted recently by Jin et

al. [Jin et al. 2009] the MLCW was produced by directly removing carbon atoms row by

row from the graphene sheets, leading to a relatively stable freestanding nanostructure.

The monatomic linear carbon wire (MLCW) systems are expected in the context of the

development of nanoelectronic devices [Agräıt et al. 2003] to have potentially interest-

ing technological applications, in particular as connecting junction elements between the

larger device components [Nitzan & Ratner 2003]. In this respect the electronic quantum

transport properties are the key features of such wire nanojunctions [Wan et al. 1997].

At present the available experimental data do not provide essential knowledge about

the electronic properties of the MLCW systems, and only theoretical studies shed some

light on these properties. Furthermore, although the MLCW systems were investigated for

a long time from the theoretical point of view [Fuentealba 1998], [Jones & Seifert 1997],

[Lou & Nordlander 1996], [Xu et al. 1992], [Springborg et al. 1990], [Rice et al. 1986],

[Springborg 1986], [Teramae et al. 1983], [Karpfen 1979], [Kértesz et al. 1979],

[Kértesz et al. 1978], their interest was not highlighted until recently due to the open
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attention paid to other carbon allotropic forms. It has been shown in particular that

from the structural point of view the MLCW can form either as cumulene wires (inter-

atomic double bonds) or polyyne wires (alternating interatomic single and triple bonds)

[Cahangirov et al. 2010], [Jin et al. 2009], [Abdurahman et al. 2002], [Springborg 1986],

[Karpfen 1979]. However, there is no straightforward answer which of these two struc-

tures is the favorable one; experimental studies do not give a satisfactory answer, and

the theoretical calculations yield provisions which depend on the applied computational

methods. The density functional theory (DFT) calculations predict double bond struc-

tures [Tongay et al. 2004], [Bylaska et al. 1998], whereas the ab-initio Hartree-Fock (HF)

results favor the alternating bond systems [Kértesz et al. 1978], [Kértesz et al. 1979],

[Karpfen 1979], [Teramae et al. 1983], [Abdurahman et al. 2002]. This situation arises

from the fact that the DFT tends to underestimate bond alternation (second order Jahn-

Teller effect), while the HF overestimates it [Abdurahman et al. 2002].

More recently, first-principle calculations have indicated [Zhang et al. 2011b], that

both structures are stable and present mechanical characteristics of one-dimensional nano-

material. Moreover, on the basis of the first-principle calculations, [Zhang et al. 2011a],

[Zhang et al. 2011b], [Song et al. 2010], [Chen et al. 2009], [Wang et al. 2009],

[Crljen & Baranović 2007], [Okano & Tománek 2007], [Tongay et al. 2005],

[Senger et al. 2005], [Larade et al. 2001], [Lang & Avouris 2000], [Lang & Avouris 1998],

the cumulene MLCW wires are expected to be almost perfect conductors, even better

than linear gold wires [Tongay et al. 2004], while the corresponding polyyne wires are

semiconducting [Song et al. 2010]. It is also worth noting that the MLCW cumulene

system may exhibit conductance oscillations with the even and odd numbers of the wire

atoms [Cahangirov et al. 2010], [Zhang et al. 2011a].

In the present sub-section we consider in particular the problem of the electronic quan-

tum transport across molecular nanojunctions made up of silicon-doped carbon wires,

prepared in ordered or substitutionally disordered configurations as in the schematic rep-

resentation of Figure 5.1, where the nanojunctions are between pure MLCW wire leads.

This problem has not been considered previously and is still unsolved to our knowledge.

The interest in the quantum transport of such nanojunctions arises from the fact that

the chemical defects or substitutional disorder may have a significant impact on their

transport properties [Ke et al. 2008]. Chemical impurities doping the nanojunction may

even allow the control of the transport for such nanostructures [Nozaki et al. 2010]. The

properties of the nanoelectronic device and its functionality may hence be greatly af-

fected or even built on such ordered and disordered configurations. The interest in silicon

carbide, furthermore, stems from the fact that it is considered a good substrate material

for the growth of graphene [Strupiński et al. 2011], and may produce interesting effects
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Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the finite silicon-doped carbon wire nanojunction

between two semi-infinite quasi one-dimensional carbon leads. The irreducible region and

matching domains are distinguished (please see section 3.2 for more details). The binding

energies for a given atomic site and the coupling terms between neighbor atoms with

corresponding interatomic distances are depicted. The n and n′ indices for the coupling

parameters are dropped for simplicity.

in its interactions with Si or C [Wang et al. 2012].

5.1.1 The tight-binding model and basic electronic properties

In subsection 5.1.1 we present the results of our model calculations for the electronic struc-

ture of the carbon, silicon and silicon carbide wires under study. Our results are validated

by comparison with the DFT calculations [Tongay et al. 2004], [Bekaroglu et al. 2010],

which allows us to establish unambiguously our choice of the tight-binding parameters

for these systems.

In principle, we can develop our model calculations for the nanojunctions and their

leads using any adequate type of orbitals; even a single orbital suffices to calculate the elec-

tronic quantum transport for carbon nanojunctions, Nozaki et al. [Nozaki et al. 2010].

However, this approximation is inadequate for the silicon atoms. To treat both types of

atoms on the same footing, we characterize hence the atoms by the electronic states 2s

and 2p for carbon, and by the 3s and 3p for silicon. Such a scheme gives us four different

orbitals, namely s, px, py and pz, for both types of atoms.

In the present work our TB parameters are effectively rescaled from the Harrison’s

data in order to match our model calculations for the electronic structure with those given

by the DFT. The utilized TB parameters are presented in Table 5.1, in comparison with

the values given by Harrison. Note that the values of the on-site Hamiltonian matrix
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Table 5.1: The values of the tight-binding parameters, εn,αl and hn,n′,β
l,l′,m (in eV), and Har-

rison’s dimensionless coefficients, ηl,l′,m, as proposed in this work, and compared with

the original values by Harrison [Harrison 2004]. Please note that the distance dependent

hn,n′,β
l,l′,σ parameters are computed for the appropriate interatomic spacings dβ (in Å), tabu-

lated below and assumed after [Tongay et al. 2004] and [Bekaroglu et al. 2010]. In order

to keep table transparent indices n and n′ for εn,αl and hn,n′,β
l,l′,m are ommited.

Harrison TB parameters Present TB parameters

α

εs

εp

C Si

-19.38 -14.79

-11.07 -7.59

C Si

-18.89 -13.5

-10.94 -8.38

β C-C Si-Si Si-C C-C Si-Si Si-C

ηs,s,σ -1.32 -1.32 -1.32 -0.93 -1.48 -1.11

ηs,p,σ 1.42 1.42 1.42 0.94 1.19 0.95

ηp,p,σ 2.22 2.22 2.22 1.03 1.18 0.99

ηp,p,π -0.63 -0.63 -0.63 -0.59 -0.41 -0.62

β C-C Si-Si Si-C C-C Si-Si Si-C

hs,s,σ -5.95 -2.08 -3.70 -4.19 -2.33 -3.11

hs,p,σ 6.40 2.24 3.98 4.23 1.87 2.66

hp,p,σ 10.01 3.50 6.22 4.64 1.86 2.77

hp,p,π -2.84 -0.99 -1.77 -2.66 -0.65 -1.74

β

dβ

C-C

1.3

Si-Si

2.2

Si-C

1.649
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elements εn,αp are identical for states px, py and pz. The off-diagonal distance depen-

dent hn,n′,β
l,l′,m elements are calculated on the basis of the HTBT approach. For symmetry

considerations, these latter are positive or negative, also hs,p,σ = ηs,p,σ = 0 and hp,p,σ =

ηp,p,σ = 0, for py and pz, and hp,p,π = hpy ,py ,π = hpz ,pz ,π = hpx,px,π = 0 [Kaxiras 2003].

Table 5.1 is supplemented for the reader by Figures 2 which give the dependence of the

hopping integrals with distance as calculated in the present paper (continuous curves),

in comparison with the Harrison’s data (open symbols).
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Figure 5.2: The nearest-neighbor tight-binding coupling parameters with the interatomic

distance. The curves represent our calculated TB results in comparison with those cal-

culated using the Harrison parameters (squares, triangles, circles).

Figure 5.2 clearly indicates the fact that qualitatively both Harrison’s and our rescaled

coupling parameters for silicon, carbon and diatomic silicon carbide wires, present the

same functional behavior, confirming the desired conservation of their physical character.

However, most of the rescaled coupling parameters have somehow smaller values then

those initially proposed by Harrison; this trend can be also traced in Table 5.1 for the on-

site parameters. This difference stems from the influence of the low-coordinated systems

considered here, whereas the initial Harrison values are given to match tetrahedral phases

[Harrison 2004]. Another general observation can be made for the tight-binding param-

eters of the σ-type interactions (the hs,p,σ and hp,p,σ ones), which present much closer

values over the considered interatomic distance range then in the case of the Harrison

data.
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Figure 5.3: Electronic structures of carbon (A), silicon (B) and diatomic silicon carbide

(C) for infinite linear atomic wires, are presented over the first Brillouin zone ϕ = kd ∈
[−π, π]. Our calculated results (continuous curves), represented by a color scheme (details

in the text), are compared on the right hand side with the first-principle results (closed

circles, ϕ ∈ [0, π]) [Tongay et al. 2004], [Bekaroglu et al. 2010], and on the left hand

side with results calculated using Harrison TB parameters, [Harrison 2004] (diamonds,

ϕ ∈ [−π, 0]). Our calculated Fermi levels are given as the zero reference energies, and

the calculated electronic DOS in arbitrary units are presented in the right hand column.

Our calculated electronic band structures for silicon, carbon and diatomic silicon car-

bide infinite wires (continuous curves) are presented in Figures 5.3, in comparison with

the DFT results, [Tongay et al. 2004], [Bekaroglu et al. 2010], as in the right hand side

of the figures. We note for the carbon and silicon structures that our TB parameters cor-

rectly reproduce the DFT results up to energies slightly above the Fermi level. Electronic

branches in the regions of high-energies are in qualitative agreement. In the case of the

diatomic silicon carbide structure some of the electronic states perfectly match the DFT

results even for the high-energy domains. The left hand side of Figures 5.3 compare our
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results (continuous curves) with those from the older TB values given by Harrison (open

symbols); as is seen our TB parameters constitute the most optimal set for the electronic

transport calculations, since their corresponding electronic band structures conform to

the appropriate energy ranges highlighted by the DFT results, and what is even more

important, correctly reproduce the Fermi level.

In Figures 5.3 (A) and (B) for silicon and carbon, the red and blue colors correspond

respectively to the σ and σ∗ bands. These arise from the spx orbital hybrids, where the

lowest lying bands are always occupied by two electrons. Bands marked by the red color

have the π character and are degenerate. Their origin in the py and pz orbitals allows

them to hold up to four electrons. In Figure 5.3 (C) for the diatomic silicon carbide,

starting from the band structure minimum, consecutive bands have their origin in the

following orbitals: carbon 3s (red band), silicon 3s (green band), carbon 3p (blue and

black bands), and silicon 3p (orange and violet bands). The blue and orange colors for

the silicon carbide electronic structure indicate two doubly degenerate π-type bands.

The metallic or insulating character of the considered atomic wires, following the

Fermi level, is appropriate only when the wires are infinite. It is well known that this

character can change for the case of finite size wires with a limited number of atoms, or

due to the type and quality of the leads.

5.1.2 Numerical characteristics for the carbon leads

In general, the infinite carbon wires which are considered as the leads in our work, present

electronic band structure characteristics which incorporate not only propagating, see Fig-

ure 5.3 (A), but also evanescent states. Both of these types of states, which are derivable

from the generalized eigenvalue problem as presented in equation (3.22), constitute a

complete set over the allowed energies for the electrons incident along the leads, which

can be further scattered at the considered nanojunction. This complete set of eigenstates

is used as the basis for the numerical calculations of the quantum conductance presented

in subsection 5.1.3.

Figure 5.4 (A) presents the three-dimensional representation of the solutions of equa-

tion (3.22) as a set of generalized functionals z(E) for the σ, σ∗ and π electronic states

of the carbon leads. As described by Eqs.5, 8 and 9, the eigenstates in Figure 5.4 (A)

characterized by |z| = 1, correspond to the propagating electronic waves described by

the real wave vectors, whereas those by |z| < 1 to the evanescent and divergent eigen-

states for the complex wave vectors. Furthermore, for convenience the corresponding

moduli of the complex z factors are presented in Figure 5.4 (B). Note that the |z| = 1

solutions may be grouped into pairs for the two directions of propagation linked by the

time-reversal symmetry. Due to the fact that each of these two solutions provides the
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Figure 5.4: Three-dimensional representation of the functionals z(E) on a complex plane

in (A), and the evolution of their absolute values as a function of energy in (B), for carbon

leads. The color scheme here is the same as that for carbon in figure 3 (A).

same information, we consider waves propagating only from left to right. However, this

is not true for the |z| < 1 solutions which are always considered for both left and right as

spatially evanescent. As can be seen in Figures 5.4, the generalized results for σ, σ∗ and

π states are represented by the same colors as the corresponding states in Figure 5.3 (A),

following their propagating character for |z| = 1, and further extended to the physically

|z| < 1 evanescent solutions.

Figures 5.4 provide then a more complete description for the electronic states of a

given system compared to a typical band structure representation as in Figure 5.3, since

both the propagating and evanescent states are shown. Such a general representation

clearly indicates the importance of the evanescent eigenstates for a full description of

the scattering problem presented in subsection 5.1.3. The energies considered in our

calculations correspond to the range within the band structure boundaries, marked by

two vertical dotted lines in Figure 5.4 (B). As a consequence not only the propagating

states but also evanescent solutions are included in the quantum conductance calculations

in subsection 5.1.3.

5.1.3 Transport properties

In this subsection the electronic transport properties of nanojunction systems composed of

silicon-doped carbon wires between carbon leads, are calculated using the PFMT method.

Figure 5.5 (A) presents a number of these systems, where we indicate the irreducible
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domains by the shaded grey areas. Note that these systems are always composed of

finite nanojunction regions of silicon and carbon atoms, coupled to two carbon semi-

infinite leads. The first three systems of Figures 5.5, correspond to periodic diatomic

silicon carbide nanojunctions composed of respectively 1, 2, and 3 Si-C atomic pairs.

The next system corresponds to a nanojunction with a substitutional disorder, composed

of 3 carbon and 3 silicon atoms. The last is a symmetric nanojunction of 5 silicon atoms

and only one carbon atom in the middle. Figure 5.5 (B) presents the group velocities of

electrons in the carbon leads.
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Figure 5.5: (A) Schematic representation of the five nanojunction systems, composed

of silicon and carbon atoms between one-dimensional carbon leads, considered in the

present work. The irreducible domains are marked by the shaded grey areas, whereas for

the other cases only the irreducible domains are shown. (B) The group velocities for the

propagating band structure modes on the carbon leads.

The calculated transmission and reflection scattering cross sections for each of the

four available transport channels are presented in Figures 5.6. Each row of the figures

corresponds to a nanojunction system as follows: (A)-(C) for 1,(D)-(F) for 2, (G)-(I)

for 3, (J)-(L) for 4, (M)-(O) for 5. The red and green continuous curves represent the

transmission and reflection spectra, respectively. The blue histograms correspond to the

free electronic transport on the carbon leads, i.e. to the electronic transport on the prefect

infinite quasi one-dimensional carbon wire over the different propagating states. These

histograms constitute the reference to the unitarity condition which is used systematically
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as a check on the numerical results. The leads Fermi level is marked by a dashed line

and set as a zero energy reference. Under the zero bias limit, the total conductance is

calculated at this Fermi level.
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Figure 5.6: The transmission and reflection probabilities arcross five considered types of

the silicon-doped carbon wires between two semi-infinite one-dimensional carbon leads.

The arrangement of the subfigures is: (A)-(C) for case 1, (D)-(F) for case 2, (G)-(I) for

case 3, (J)-(L) for case 4, and (M)-(O) for case 5. The Fermi level is set at the zero

energy reference position.

In Figures 5.6, the transmission spectra present strong scattering resonances, showing

increasing complexity with the increasing size and configurational order of the nano-

junctions. The valence σ-state exhibits negligible transmission for all of the considered

nanojunctions. The degenerate π-states and the σ∗-state present in contrast finite trans-
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mission spectra. However, it is only the π-states which cross the Fermi level giving rise

to electronic conductance across the nanojunction within the zero bias limit.

In particular, the first three considered systems represent increasing lengths of the

diatomic silicon carbide nanojunction with the increasing number of ordered Si-C atomic

pairs. The transmission at the Fermi level for these systems is non-zero, see Figure 5.3

(C), which contrasts with the insulating character of the infinite silicon carbide wire. One

can connect this finite transmission to the indirect band gap (∆) around the Fermi level

for the diatomic silicon-carbide infinite wire (for more details please see Figure 5.3 (C)).

This gap ∆ ∼ 1.5 eV is indeed related to the difference between the binding energies

of the silicon and carbon atoms, and corresponds to an effective potential barrier for

the propagating π-state electrons. As the wire length increases by adding Si-C atomic

pairs, as for the systems 1 to 3 of Figure 5.5 (B), the transmission decreases due to the

cumulative barrier effects. We note that a similar effect for the monovalence diatomic

copper-cobalt wire nanojunctions has been observed in a previous work.

Furthermore, it is instructive to compare the scattering spectra for the degenerate

π-states, for the nanojunction systems 3 and 4. These two systems contain identical

numbers of silicon and carbon atoms, however system 3 is an ordered configuration of

Si-C pairs whereas 4 presents substitutional disorder of the atoms. It is seen that the

disorder suppresses the conductance of the π-state electrons at the Fermi level within

the zero bias limit. Another general observation can be made from the results for the

nanojunction system 5 which contains more silicon than carbon atoms. Despite the finite

size of this system, comparable to system 4, and despite the structural symmetry of its

atomic configuration, the electronic transmission is suppressed at the Fermi level within

the zero bias limit. This implies that one of the main observations of our paper is that

structural symmetry on the nanojunction is not a guarantee for finite transmission in the

case of the multivalence diatomic wire nanojunctions.

Figures 5.6 also show that the transmission spectra for the σ∗-state are close to unity

over a significant range of energies from ∼ 1 to ∼ 7 eV, for all of the five nanojunction

systems. This result may prove useful for the electronic conductance across the silicon-

doped carbon nanojunctions under finite bias voltages.

In Figures 5.7, we present the total electronic conductance G(E) as a function of

energy E and in units of G0 = 2e2/h, for the considered nanojunction systems of a given

length as depicted in Figure 5.5 (red). Moreover, the perfect electronic conductance on

the carbon leads (blue) is given in comparison, and constitutes effectively the conductance

of the infinite and perfect quasi one-dimensional carbon wire. In Figures 5.7, the Fermi

level is indicated by the dashed line as a zero reference energy, and G(E) is calculated

from all the contributing eigenstates of Figures 5.6, including the two degenerate π-states.
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Figure 5.7: Total electronic conductance G(E), as a function of energy E in units of

G0 = 2e2/h, for silicon doped carbon wires. See text for details.

We note that the conclusions given for the results presented in Figures 5.6 are also

followed by the more general representation of the electronic transport depicted in Figures

5.7. Furthermore, the results presented in Figures 5.7 confirm that only the electrons

incident from the leads in the π states are responsible for the electronic conductance at

the zero bias limit, readable from the Fermi level position. However, for all considered

systems, the conductance at the Fermi level is theoretically limited to the value of 2 G0

and the biggest conductance maxima close to the perfect infinite carbon wire value of 3 G0

can be observed only in the energy interval from ∼ 1 to ∼ 7 eV, hence for energies above

the Fermi level. Once again, this follows our previous observations for the transmission

results for the π states, concluded from Figures 5.6. Nonetheless, only on the basis of the
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results presented in Figures 5.7 can we note that due to the summation over all possible

state contributions which constitute the G(E) spectra, not only the σ∗ state electrons but

also some of those in the degenerate π states, contribute to the high conductance values

in the cited energy intervals. This important observation proves that the σ∗ and π states

electrons are of crucial importance for both the zero-bias quantum conductance of the

silicon-doped carbon wires, and the possible finite bias ones. This implies that the use of

only a single orbital for the description of the carbon atoms will result in an inadequate

description of the transport processes across low-coordinated systems containing these

atoms.

5.2 Diatomic gallium-arsenite nanojunctions

As a supplementary results for section 5.1, we consider the quantum electronic transport

characteristics across finite diatomic linear gallium-arsenite nanojunction wires (MLGW)

held between two gallium leads. In particular three systems of consisting of one (case 1),

two (case 2) and three (case 3) pairs of gallium-arsenite pairs are considered.

Table 5.2: The values of the tight-binding parameters, εn,αl and hn,n′,β
l,l′,m (in eV), and Har-

rison’s dimensionless coefficients, ηl,l′,m, as proposed in Harrison [Harrison 2004]. Please

note that the distance dependent hn,n′,β
l,l′,σ parameters are computed for the appropriate

interatomic spacings dβ (in Å), tabulated below and assumed after [Durgun et al. 2004]

and [Tongay et al. 2004]. In order to keep table transparent indices n and n′ for εn,αl and

hn,n′,β
l,l′,m are ommited.

α Ga As β Ga-Ga Ga-As

εs -11.55 -18.92 dβ 2.6 2.3

εp 5.67 -8.98

β Ga-Ga Ga-As β Ga-Ga Ga-As

ηs,s,σ -1.32 -1.32 hs,s,σ -1.49 -1.90

ηs,p,σ 1.42 1.42 hs,p,σ 1.60 2.05

ηp,p,σ 2.22 2.22 hp,p,σ 2.50 3.20

ηp,p,π -0.63 -0.63 hp,p,π -0.71 -0.91

In the first step the electronic band structures within the tight-binding approxima-

tion are calculated for the gallium and gallium-arsenite infinite wire nanojunctions as

presented in figures 5.8. Both systems are described by the minimal basis consisting

of s, px, py, and pz orbitals. The values of the TBA parameters are the same as in

[Harrison 2004], assuming the appropriate Ga-Ga and Ga-As interatomic spacings after
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[Durgun et al. 2004] and [Tongay et al. 2004] (please see Table 5.2, for the details).

Obtained results indicate that both systems are metallic due to the fact that Fermi

level crosses their conduction bands as it can be seen on figures 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Electronic structures of gallium (Ga) and gllium-arsenite (Ga-As) infinite

linear atomic wires, presented over the first Brillouin zone ϕ = kd ∈ [−π, π]. Our

calculated Fermi levels are given as the zero reference energies..

Next, the PFMT method is applied to the considered systems. The final results

presenting overall conductance across these wire nanojunctions are depicted in figure 5.9.

Again strong conductance maxima can be observed, in particular in the energy ranges

from ∼ 8 eV to ∼ 7.5 eV, and from ∼ 1 eV to ∼ 2 eV, where the conductance value

reaches its theoretical maximum of 1 and 3 G0, respectively.

The most important observation is made for quantum electronic conductance at the

Fermi level. In similar fashion as it has been shown for silicon-doped carbon wire nano-

junctions, the diatomic gallium-arsenite ones exhibit conductance decay when the number

of Ga-As atomic pairs increases. However, the band structure of the Ga-As infinite sys-

tem as presented in one of the figures 5.8, does not present any band gap at the Fermi

energy. Due to this fact, decay of the conductance value at this level can not be explained

within such band gap, as it was done for the silicon-doped carbon wire nanojunctions. I

what follows, the surprising conductance behavior of the Ga-As diatomic systems must
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be, in our opinion, directly related to the increasing number of atomic pairs, suggesting

the fact that each pair generates the potential strong enough to lower the value of the

conductance.
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Figure 5.9: Total electronic conductance G(E), as a function of energy E in units of

G0 = 2e2/h, for diatomic gallium-arsenite nanojunction wires.

By arguing the fact that electric leads assumed for our calculation are made of gallium

atoms, each gallium-arsenite pair acts as a strong chemical defect, even when the pairs

are arrangement in periodic structure as in this sub-section.
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Chapter 6

Summary and perspectives

6.1 Summary

In this work we have presented a general method based on the algebraic phase field

matching theory (PFMT), to calculate the electronic quantum transport across nanosys-

tems of arbitrary form between material leads of any possible dimensions. Furthermore,

integrated tight-binding approximation allows us to discretize the entire model calcula-

tion in the real-space, and equally important, to make time economies in the numerical

computations. The presented PFMT approach, a transparent and time-saving method,

should be especially interesting for the treatment of complex systems presenting mul-

tichannel conductance, and can serve as a alternative technique to the wide range of

Green’s functions based methods.

In particular, the PFMT method is applied in this thesis to calculate the quantum

electronic conductance across wire nanojunctions held between one-dimensional electric

leads.

First, the model calculations are carried out for nanojunctions made up of sodium

atomic wires (MLNaW) between leads of the same element. Our calculated results for the

electronic quantum transport are shown to be a function of the physical parameters of

the wires, and exhibit the well known oscillation behavior for even- and odd-number wire

lenghts. They are also in agreement with the first-principle results [Egami et al. 2010],

[Lee et al. 2008], [Egami et al. 2005]. This clearly confirms the validity of the presented

PFMT model.

Our model calculations are also carried out for the diatomic copper-cobalt wires (DL-

CuCoW) held between copper leads. This system is selected for its mechanical and

thermodynamical stability at low temperatures, which is one of the important features

required for future nanoelectronic devices. In contrast to the MLNaW system, the elec-

tronic quantum transport of the DLCuCoW wire nanojunction, at the Fermi energy,
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exhibits exponential decay with increasing wire length. This behavior is explained no-

tably in terms of the band gap of the infinite variant of the DLCuCoW nanojunction wire.

A relation, depicting analytically the numerical values of the conductance G(NCuCo, EF )

of the DLCuCoW wires for any length NCuCo ≥ 2, is given and may help to simplify the

analysis of potential applications for corresponding nanocircuits.

Next, the unknown properties of the quantum electronic conductance for nanojunc-

tions made of silicon-doped carbon wires between carbon leads and the gallium-arsenite

diatomic nannojunctions between gallium leads, are studied in depth. The local basis for

the electronic wave functions is assumed to be composed of four different atomic orbitals

for silicon and carbon, namely the s, px, py, and pz states.

We calculate the electronic band structures for three nanomaterials, namely the one-

dimensional infinite wires of silicon, carbon. This permits a matching comparison with

the available corresponding DFT results, with the objective to select the optimal TB

parameters for the three nanomaterials.

This optimal set of the tight-binding parameters is then used to calculate the elec-

tronic conductance across the silicon-doped carbon wire nanojunctions. In the case of

diatomic gallium-arsenite wires the initial tight-binding parameters values as given by

[Harrison 2004] are used.

Various nanojunction cases are analyzed to sample their behavior under different

atomic configurations. We show that despite the non conducting character of the infinite

silicon carbide wires, its finite implementation as nanojunctions exhibit a finite conduc-

tance. This outcome is explained by the energy difference between the binding energies of

the silicon and carbon atoms, which corresponds to an effective potential barrier for the

degenerate π-state electrons transmitted across the nanojunction under zero bias field.

Similar effect is observed in the diatomic gallium-arsenite nanojunction wires, however it

is explained only on the basis of the chemical defect influence.

The conductance effects that may arise due to minimal substitutional disorder and to

artificially organized symmetry considerations on the silicon carbide wire nanojunction

are also investigated. By exchanging the positions of two silicon and carbon atoms on

an initial nanojunction to generate a substitutional disordered, we show that the total

quantum conductance is suppressed at the Fermi level. This is in sharp contrast with

the finite and significant conductance for the initial atomically ordered nanojunction

with periodic configurations of the silicon and carbon atoms. Also, the analysis of a

silicon carbide nanojunction of a comparable size as the one above, presenting symmetry

properties, shows that the quantum conductance is suppressed at the Fermi level. We

note also that the biggest maxima of the conductance spectra for the zero bias limit can

be observed for high energies for all of the considered systems. This conclusion reveals
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the fact that electrons incident from the leads in both σ∗ and π states are crucial for

the considerations of the electronic transport properties of the silicon-doped carbon wire

nanojunctions.

6.2 Perspectives

In novel nanotechnology and nanoscience the carbon nanomaterials and their properties

constitute one of the most intriguing domains for the scientists [Guisinger & Arnold 2010],

[Avouris et al. 2007]. These materials presenting rich polymorphism and corresponding

wide range of extraordinary physical and chemical properties are considered as great

theoretical playground for many interesting phenomena, and also as possible new basic

building blocks for future nanodevices [Guisinger & Arnold 2010].

The one atom thick graphitic sheets, known as graphene [Novoselov et al. 2004], rep-

resents particular allotropic form of carbon materials, constituting fundamental theo-

retical and structural concepts for these. On itself, graphene structure based on the

hexagonally arranged carbon atoms (the so-called honeycomb pattern), which are con-

nected by strong in-plane σ-type bonds and constitute two interpenetrating sublattices

denoted as A and B (please see figure 6.1 (A) where all structural details are presented).

Such hexagonal structure of carbon is well known from a long time i.e. graphite is

build on the basis of stacked graphene-like layers, rolled up graphene sheets constitute

nanotubes [Iijima & Ichihashi 1993], whereas the graphene-based spheres are known as

fullerenes [Kroto et al. 1985]. However, until recently thin carbon sheets where theo-

retically expected to be thermodynamically unstable [Peierls 1935], [Landau 1937]. In

2004, simple at the first sight, experiment of repeated peeling of graphite (the so-called

exfoliation or cleavage technique) led to monocrystalline graphitic films of few atoms

thickness [Novoselov et al. 2004]. The earlier difficulties in experimental realization of

two-dimensional layers steamed mainly from the lack of clear signatures in transmission

electron microscopy of such materials, as well as its complete transparency to the visible

light which makes them invisible on most substrates (e.g. glass or metals) in an opti-

cal microscopes [Novoselov et al. 2005]. During next few years, systematic experimental

studies on initially rough new carbon structure led to purely monolayer graphene of one

atom thickness. At present one of the most promising experimental methods to obtain

monolayer graphene is its epitaxial growth on the SiC substrates [Strupiński et al. 2011].

The described above discovery was important due to the fact that physicists were

interested in the physical properties of purely two-dimensional structures for a decades.

Indeed, graphene reveled large number of peculiar features. First, due to the mentioned

above in-plane σ-type bonds between carbon atoms, graphene is a material with a ex-
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Figure 6.1: (A) Unit cell of pristine graphene in the real space, as described by the

lattice basis vectors: a1 = (−
√

3a/2)x + (3a/2)y and a2 = (
√

3a/2)x + (3a/2)y with

magnitude |a1| = |a2| =
√

3a, and nearest-neighbour vectors: R1 = (−
√

3a/2)x+(a/2)y,

R2 = (
√

3a/2)x + (a/2)y and R3 = −ay; where a = 1.42Å, ax =
√
3a
2

, and ay = a. (B)

Unit cell of the pristine graphene in the reciprocal lattice, as described by the reciprocal

lattice basis vectors: b1 = (−2π/
√

3a)x + (2π/3a)y and b2 = (2π/
√

3a)x + (2π/3a)y,

and the high-symmetry points: Γ = (0, 0), K =
(

4π/3
√

3a, 0
)

, K ′ =
(

2π/3
√

3a, 2π/3a
)

,

and M =
(

2π/3
√

3a, π/3a
)

.

ceptionally high in-plane strength and stiffness on the order of 130 GPa and 1 TPa,

respectively [Lee et al. 2008]. Furthermore, graphene exhibits excellent thermal conduc-

tivity on the order of 3-5 kW/mK [Balandin et al. 2008], [Hu et al. 2009]. Nonetheless,

the most intriguing are the electronic properties of graphene, arising from the confinement

of the electrons in the two-dimensions and characteristic honeycomb structure, making

this material one of the most promising candidates for the future nanodevices.

In particular, graphene sheets presents extremely high electron mobility (about 103

cm2/Vs) which is far greater than that in silicon [Novoselov et al. 2004], a material which

is fundamental in present electronics. This happens due to the peculiar zero-bandgap elec-

tronic band structure with characteristic conical shapes in the spectrum (the so-called

Dirac cones), which has been predicted theoretically long time ago during investiga-

tions on the electronic properties of graphite [Wallace 1947], [Slonczewski & Weiss 1958]

(please see figure 6.2). We note that band structure presented on figure is obtained within

orthonormal π-type dispersion relation with two atoms per unit cell and only nearest-
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Figure 6.2: Band structure of graphene obtained on the basis of orthonormal π-type

tight-binding model with only nearest-neighbor interations included. The red and green

colors are used in order to distinct two individual π-type bands. The characteristic Dirac

cones are visible at the K point of the two-dimensional Brillouin zone. The Fermi level

is set at zero energy reference.

neighbour interactions, apart of the fact that carbon has the sp2 hybridization. However,

the core 1s or semi-core 2s electrons couple with the 2px and 2py ones creating the par-

allel to the plane and already mentioned strong σ-type bonds, which correspond to the

branches in the electronic spectra away from the Fermi level. Only the highest energy

electrons of the pz states form the perpendicular to the plane π-type bonds which give

the only contribution to the electronic branches around the Fermi level.

From the electronic point of view, it has been also shown that low-energy parti-

cles in graphene can be formally described by the Dirac-like Hamiltonian and the lin-

ear dispersion relation suggest that they behave as massless relativistic particles lead-

ing to the mentioned high electron mobility and phenomena like Klein paradox, an

unimpeded penetration of relativistic particles through high and wide potential barri-

ers [Katsnelson et al. 2006] [Katsnelson & Novoselov 2007].

Nevertheless, usefulness of pristine graphene as a material which can be used for con-

ventional semiconductor device operations is highly limited due to the zero-bandgap in its

electronic spectrum. One of the major research domains on graphene at present, concerns

controlled generation of such bandgap [Shimizu et al. 2010]. This can be done by forma-
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tion of few layers graphene nanostructures, when the inversion symmetry of single sheet of

graphene is broken [Zhao et al. 2010], [Zhang et al. 2009], [Craciun et al. 2009]. As one

may expect such attempt has a disadvantage in difficulty of correct control of the exact

number of layers in resulting systems, what may leads to the suppression of the initial

interesting properties of graphene. Alternative to this approach is the process of carving

out from pristine graphene variously oriented nanoribbons. This method is especially

popular at present, since by varying the length of the given graphene nanoribbon the size

of the bandgap varies, and even more by passivation of the graphene nanoribbons with hy-

drogen, the indirect bandgap can be converted into the direct one as a result of enhanced

interactions between electrons and nuclei at the edges of the ribbon [Ma et al. 2012].

However, experimental realization of defect-free nanoribbon systems using popular litho-

graphic methods is rather hard, inducing the defect related undiserable phenomena such

as hopping conductance or the stochastic single-electron charging effects [Han 2010],

[Stampfe 2009], [Han 2007]. An interesting attempt to overcome this problems is prepa-

ration process of the graphene nanoribbons using high-temperature hydrogen-annealing

of unzipped carbon nanotubes presented by [Shimizu et al. 2010]. Obtained within this

process nanoribbons with the width ∼ 100 nm have low-density of defects and presents

bandgaps on the order of ∼ 50 meV. The third approach which is worth consideration

is the doping process of the graphene with foreign atoms. This allows one to theoreti-

cally open the band gap over entire Brillouin zone, e.g. by boron-nitride [Ci et al. 2010],

[Shinde & Kumar 2011], [Fan et al. 2012] or lithium doping [Profeta et al. 2012], or just

at given crystallographic high-symmetry points, e.g. by out of-plane metallic atoms dop-

ing [Aktürk et al. 2010], [Ataca et al. 2011]. Since the traditional doping techniques are

well established, the last band gap engineering method is expected to be the most ef-

fective at the present. Furthermore, it allows one to overcome difficulties in controlling

the edges of the material as in the case of graphene nanoribbons, or the complexity of

electrically gated multi-layer graphene structures.

Due to the above intrinsic electronic features as well as the presence of the long coher-

ence length, graphene and its modifications are perfect subject for nanodevices presenting

room-temperature ballistic electronic transport. Indeed, the electronic transport prop-

erties of pristine and modified graphene has been of crucial interest for the scientists in

recent years. One can list here investigations on the pristine graphene [Du et al. 2008],

a disordered one [Ostrovsky et al. 2006], the considerations of the electronic transport

across graphene nanoribbons in its perfect and modified forms [Wakabayashi et al. 2009],

[Wu & Childs 2011].

In my future work I would like to concentrate on the electronic transport properties of

the graphene-based nanodevices which still need attention. Of the most intriguing are the
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in- or out of-plane doped graphene materials, which can lead to the higher conductance

values as nanojunctions or engineering new graphene-based semiconducting devices. In

this case the two general aspects should be analyzed, namely the scattering at the ordered

or weakly disordered graphene-based nanojunctions. The latter one will however need

a proper extension to the method presented in this thesis, by iterating in its approach

the novel coherent potential approximation (CPA), recently developed for the magnetic

case [Ghader & Khater 2012]. Furthermore, due to the structural modifications the π-

type tight-binding model discussed in this section will not be valid anymore for all new

structural cases. For example, doping graphene with low-lying periodic table elements

will lead to the change from the sp2 to sp3 hybridization, which will require use of the

additional orbitals within the minimal basis of atomic wave functions assumed for calcu-

lations e.g. as in the case of the hydrogen deposition [Boykin et al. 2011]. It will be also

of crucial interest to consider interaction beyond the nearest-neighbour regime in order

to allow the influence on the electronic structure of the chemical elements which can be

described by the π-type Hamiltonian but are at the out of-plane positions.

Another important extension should concerns influence of the electron-electron, electron-

phonon or electron-magnon coupling on the electronic transport properties of the dis-

cussed structures. In my opinion above plans should constitute a major contribution to

the developing nanoelectronic domain allowing me to continue my investigations on the

fundamental aspects of the quantum electronic transport in nanostrucutres.
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Appendix A - Explicit forms of the

Ei,j and Hi,j matrices

The explicit forms of the submatrices of equation (3.14) are given in the following manner

Ei,j =





















ε1 h
†
2,1 · · · · · · h

†
n,1

h2,1 ε2
. . .

...
...

. . . . . . . . .
...

...
. . . εn−1 h

†
n,n−1

hn,1 · · · · · · hn,n−1 εn





















, (6.1)

and

Hi,j =



























0 · · · h1,2 · · · h1,n−1 h1,n
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where

εi′,j′ =
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. . . . . . . . .
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and
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. . . . . . . . .
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. (6.4)
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Equations (6.1) and (6.2) denote NxNl square matrices, where matrix (6.2) is upper

triangular. In this manner component matrices (6.3) and (6.4) are of the dimension

Nl ×Nl. Additionally, matrix εi′,j′ always denotes diagonal matrix, while hi′,j′ matrix is

much more complex, with possible non-zero elements at every position. Please note, that

some of the hn,n′,β
l,l′,m elements can vanish due to the symmetry conditions and simplifies the

notation of the hi′,j′ matrix.
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Appendix B - Partitioning technique

The partitioning technique is suitable method which allows to avoid singularity problem

of the HN,N−1 and H
†
N,N−1 matrices and calculate only non-trivial solutions of equation

(3.22). This section gives only our short remarks on the partitioning technique, and the

detailed discussion of this method can be found in [Khomyakov & Brocks 2004].

Following studies from [Khomyakov & Brocks 2004] equation (3.22) is partitioned into

two parts, of respectively D1 −D2 and D2 sizes, where

D1 = NxNl, (6.5)

and

D2 = NnNl. (6.6)

In equation (6.6), parameter Nn stands for the order of nearest-neighbour interactions

assumed in calculations e.g. Nn = 1 for the first nearest-neighbour interactions. on the

basis of equations (6.5) and (6.6), reduced 2Nl eigenvalue problem is written as
[[

A1,1 A1,2

I2,2 0

]

− z

[

B1,1 B1,2

0 I2,2

]]

×
[

c2(xN ,k)

c2(xN−1,k)

]

= 0. (6.7)

At this point we correct the misprint from [Khomyakov & Brocks 2004] and write the

submatrices of equation (6.7) in the following form

A1,1 = EI2,2 − E2,2 − E2,1 [EI1,1 − E1,1]
−1

E1,2, (6.8)

A1,2 = −H2,2 − E2,1 [EI1,1 − E1,1]
−1

H1,2, (6.9)

B1,1 = H
†
2,2 + H

†
1,2 [EI1,1 − E1,1]

−1
E1,2, (6.10)

B1,2 = H1,2 [EI1,1 − E1,1]
−1

H1,2 (6.11)

Please note, that reduced problem of equation (6.7) gives 2Nl eigenvalues with 2Nl corre-

sponding eigenvectors, what is Nx times less then can be expect from the physical point

of view. Nevertheless, those solutions can be easily separated into NxNl eigenvalues and

NxNl eigenvectors of a purely physical character.
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Appendix C - Explicit forms of the

Mi,j, M
in
1
, and Min

2
components

The submatrices of the matched (D + 2) × (D + 2) square matrix M in equation (3.28),

for a given i and j indices, are given as

Mi,j = EI− Ei,i for















i = j

D > i > 1

D > j > 1

, (6.12)

Mi,j = −Hi,i−1 for















i 6= j

i > 2

j = i− 1

, (6.13)

Mi,j = −H
†
i,i−1 for















i 6= j

i < D + 1

j = i + 1

, (6.14)

except of the submatrices which describe the boundary atoms of the system and are

expressed in the following manner

M1,1 = −H−1,−2cl(rn, zγ′ , Eγ)z2γ′

+ (EI− E−1,−1) cl(rn, zγ′ , Eγ)zγ′ ,

M2,1 = −H0,−1cl(rn, zγ′ , Eγ)zγ′ ,

MD+1,D+2 = −H
†
D−1,Dcl(rn, zγ′ , Eγ)zDγ′ ,

MD+2,D+2 = −HD,D+1cl(rn, zγ′ , Eγ)zD+1
γ′

+ (EI− ED,D) cl(rn, zγ′ , Eγ)zDγ′ , . (6.15)

Finally, the Min
1 and Min

2 of equation (3.28) vector components are written as

Min
1 = H−1,−2cl(rn, zγ, Eγ)z−2

γ

+ (EI− E−1,−1) cl(rn, zγ, Eγ)z−1
γ , (6.16)

and

Min
2 = −H0,−1cl(rn, zγ, Eγ)z−1. (6.17)
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Appendix D - Group velocities

As specified in section 3.2, the group velocities for individual states, can be calculated on

the basis of equation (3.18) rewritten in the following manner

[vI−V]v(k, E) = 0, (6.18)

where v denotes the eigenvalues of equation (6.18) which yields all required electron group

velocities for each propagating state. Further V is the Nx ×Nl size matrix of the form

V =
∂Md

∂k
. (6.19)

Finally v(RN ,k) stands for eigenvectors of the problem of equation (6.18). We note

that usually equation (6.19) includes the constant part dβ/h, where h is the Planck

constant. However, for the purpose of electronic conductance calculations within the

PFMT approach, this term can be omitted due to the fact that only the ratios of the

given group velocities are important (please see equations (3.29) and (3.30)).
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Appendix E - Remarks on the

numerical procedures

The numerical code applied for numerical calculations across chapters 4, and 5 based on

the phase field matching theory presented in chapter 3. It has been entirely written in

the Wolfram Mathematicar software (version 8.0.4.0) by the author of this thesis, under

common coordination of both supervisors.

To make the numerical procedures transparent, the entire code has been divided into

three main modules namely: electronic band structure module (EBSM), general secular

equation module (GSEM) and the phase field matching module (PFMM). All modules

based on the integrated within Wolfram Mathematicar software linear algebra methods.

The operational principle of each module as well as their interaction are presented in

schematic diagram 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Schematic diagram of the operational principle (please follow points form 1 to

10) and their interactions of all modules used for numerical calculations in the presented

thesis.
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